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HAWLEY-MEADOWS JURY WAS !METROPOLIS BOY
UNABLE TO AGREE AND JUDGE UNDER CHARGE OF
EVANS DISCHARGED JURORS SERIOUS NATURE
Two of Them Were
of Giving $50,000 Damages
and Two in Favor of Defen-
dant.
Charge of Court Seemed to
Favor Plaintiff and Was Ob-
jected to by Attorneys for
Defendant in Part.
After being out for atxmt six hours
the juror's is) the Hawley-eadlOW9
damage trial in feleral court finally
reported to Judge Evans that agree-
meet was Impossible and they werei
tilechaird by the coprt. The final
report wa.s made this morning at 10
o'clock.
in Favor DRUNKEN RIOTERS
TRY TO SLAUGHTER
INNOCENT PEOPLE
Vladivostok, Nov. 21.—Several per
sons were killed a.nsegeores were in-
jured in a might battle between) troops
and a band of drunken 'rioters, who
attempted to massacre men and wo-
men em.plOyes of the municipal abat-
toir. The rioters' leader ordered all
employes hanged, but countermanded
the order. He then began cutting
down the women with his sword.
Others used butcher knives. Soldiers
wririving. charged the riotersfi Many
were arrested after the killed and
wounded were taken away.
From authentic authority a was; AEROPLANE COLLAPS1161,
found that the jury stood two for giv- 1
lug the Rev. Mr. Hawley $50,000 Count TM La Vault Has Narrow
damages, two for $25,000, four for cape from instant Death.
$10,000, one for $2,000, one for
$1.000 sad two held out for a ver- Paris. Nov. 21.—Count De IA
diet for the defendant. Vault( had a narrow escape from
The Rev. F. W. Hawley was pastor death or serious injury when his
of the Fulton Presbyterian church :aeroplane collapsed during an expert
Mid was accused by W. W. Meadows, mental flight and crashed to the
with breaking up his home. Meadoes'ground yesterday.
and his friends pave Dr. Hawley at The count was caught under the
-horse -wirtpperg to- TneiteelIttfl contest reaae.d- 'fm
He sued them for $100.000. qui •kly, however, and he escaped
The Peeler'. with minor injuries. The gasoline
After retraining here to consult for the motor took Ore and the fly-
with bis attorneys for a short while, lag machine was pertly destroyed.
Dr. Hawley will leave for his home
in Charlotte, N. C., where he is stay-
ing until the case is finally settled.
After the sensational. ephode he was
at his own request suspended from
the ministry of the Presbyterian
churieh and the Paducah Presbytery
granted the request, but before mit- Tampa, Fla., Nov. 21.—Stx miles
ing any action or making an lavesta off Tarpon Springs, on the Gulf's hot-
gation it was decided to await --the44°131. 57 feet under the surface, Nicb-
RATTLE UNDER WATER.
Sponge Divers Have Desperate En-
counter on Golf's Bottom.
disposition of the case by the courts.
His attorneys expressed themeelvee
today as being determined to fight
the case to a finish without compro-
mise.
Mr. W. W. Meadows and the other
defendants will leave for their homes
in Fulton tonight. Mr. Meadows is
said to be a man of considerable
wealth and owns some fine business
property in Fulton in addition to the
:Meadows hotel, one of the largest in
this section of the state. The other
defendants are said to be well to do
financially and a judgment of large
amouot could be met.
Mrs. Meadowit. who figures in the
case, was not present during the
trial, but it is understood that he is
sick at the borne of her sister In St.
Louis. While it is said that she was
a beautiful woman, a friend of the
family who saw her in St. Louis re
cently, gays that she has broken un-
der the strain of events and is alumet
a physical wreck.
Judge Evans' ("barge
The charge to the jury in the Haw-
•
(Continue:: on Page Eight.)
REMARK 11411.E MESSAGE.
Governor Folk Lectures His PetCple
About Thanksgiving.
Jefferson City, Mo., Nov. 21.—
Governor Folk last night issued a
unique Thanksgiving proclanvation.
naming November 2S. It Is the long-
est document of the sort its
this state in many yeers. In it the
gtovernor says:
"For the momen't, there is strin-
gency in means of exchange. but as
water finds its level, so capital must
come from its hiding place to seek
the opportunities tbat lie so inviting-
ly around us. Prosperity is every-
where apparent. The age of con-
ecience is before us, not burled in the
past, and it will come about when
there is more of the golden rube and
loss of the rule of gold in our daily
lives; when the doctrine of brother-
hood and equal rights becomes the
standard for governmental action apti
private conduct. Let us encourage.
industry and attack not wealth, but
the abuses of wealth. Let us fight
not men, but the evil men do. LeT
us love not money, but manhood.
Let us preserve inviolate the prin-
ciple of popular self-government and
recognize the largest liberty of the
individual citizen coneletent with law
and order. Let us appeal not to cun-
ning, but to cones-tense and rensene
her that by making the public eon-
science clean the puiele life is made
clean."
Grain Market.
• St. route, Mo.. Nov, 21.- -Whet,
96: corn, 61; °Ate, 49.,
:Warthington. Nov. 31.—The tota.
cotton pinned. to November 14, RC-
cording to the census but4eau, was
'7,811,202 taigas.
colas Andreas and- Jahn Bastoinis,
Greek sponge divers, fought deeper-
Neely with sponge hooks for politest-
skin of a big oPengse Both received
painful wounds. Andreas came to
Tampa to institute prosecution
against Bastonis only to learn that
no court had jurisdiction.
In Federal Court. •
A era of error was granted by
Judge Evans yesterday in the caste of
A. J. Thompson, administrator of the
estate of Judson Pierce against the
Illinois Central Railroad company.
The appeal is made from an Injunc-
tion granted by Judge Evans, re-
straining the p?ttintiff from fu'.
prosecuting in the state court tile
suit having been dismissed In the
federal court. Judson Pierce was an
employe of the road and fell beneath
a switch engine and his legs were ent
off. He afterwards died in Missouri
of smallpox.
PRISONER WAS SO SICK
HE HAD TO BE ASSISTED.
To Patrolman Henry Singery IMF.ema
to fall the trupleasant duty of arrest-
ing invalids and heads of destitute
families. Ills second case occurred
today, when he was given a warrant
for the arrest of J. J. Crawford for
breach of peace. The warrant is the
regult of a quarrel between Orb Craw-
fords and the family of a nirtit named
-Troutwine, who swore out the war-
rant. Patrolman Singery.foenci Craw-
ford to be an invalid almost in tha
last stages of consumption. He tele-
phoned to the station the facts in thu
case and the patrol wagon was sent
out and Crawford taken to the city
hall and recopethred for his appear-
ance. He was carried back tome in
the wagon and was so weak that he
had to be assisted in and out of the
wagon.
THE WEATHER.
Ed Mann Hurries to Paducah




GOES BACK WITH THE OFFICE1U4
Covered with mud from head to
foot tend crying, Mary Robinette, 15
years old, returned to her home on
Third street, Metropolis, after de-
livering milk at the residence of Ellis
Mann, across the street, last night,
and told a story of an alleged brute,
assault COMIlliaeli Our her by Ed
Mann. the 22-yeer-old son of Ellis
Mann.
Young Mann was arrested tn this
city late lust night by Patrolmen
Clark and Starrett on Kentucky ave-
nue. He had come to this city in a
landed at the Incline and come
up town.
The girl is the step-daughter of
Entitle Erherdt, and the fantiiy keeps
a cow. It is Mary's duty to carte
milk to customers in the neighbor-
hood and she had just finished when
the alleged assault took place. The
Mann residence is almost directly op-
poelte tar
Mann followed her out and when In
the 'roadway he attached her from
behind and mastered her.
Admits Intimacy.
When se n in his cell at the city
jail by a reporter for The Sun. Ed
Mann was complacently piling *wet
at a big pipe and did not appear to
be much alarmed at the serious
charge against
"I admit intimacy with the Robin-
son girl yesterday, but I took no
undue advantage of the girl in any
way. We were found out and she
told the story to clear herself. That
is all there is to it."
When asked why he ran, away from
Metropolis, Mann said:
"I thought it beet to get away for
a while. bat I inteded to return and
face the charge at the proper time."
Mann was taken before Judge
Cross in pollee court this morning
and agreed to return to Illinois with-
out a -requition. Ile was turned
over to William Weett, a deputy
sheriff of Nfassac county, who left
with his prisoner on the Cowling at




New York, Nov. 21.—Five indict-
ments were returned today by the
'grand jury in the ease of the Bor-
ough bank, Brooklyn. All were
sealed. Within five minutes Arthur
Campbell. cashier of the -bank, was
brought in by detectives and ar-
raigned on two indictments. one




Walsh's lawyers today offered a novel
plea in defense, that If the "kine of
finance" violetes the law tied el(
sea 
claim developed through cross-exami-
nation 
MANY DEMOCRATS
r l he shouldn't be puniehed. This "
of Bank Examiner Moxey.
Testimony shows that Walsh saved
the National bank from loss by re-
selling securities to his private bank




Steamer Dick Fowler Not Guilty of GOMPERS DECLARES BRIBE
Misconduct on the Roosevelt Trip. WAS OFFERED HIM TO BETRAY
THE FEDERATION OF LABOR
JOS. B. INDORSED
Cairo, III., Nov. 21.—U. S. Inspec-
tors Waltz and fledge, Of Memphis,
were in Cairo yesterday to hear evie
deuce in the case of the officers and
crew of the steamer Dick Fowler,
charged with reckless navigation on
the occasion of the president's trip
down the river, on October lid. The
charge was preferred by Captain Van
Duzer, of the government steamer
Lily, one of the boats elect escorted
the president down the river. A
great deal of interest has been shown
in this matter by people of Cairo, not
only because the Cairo delegatioato
Memphis had chartered and was on
the Fowler when the offense is al-
leged to have been cotnnetted, but
because Capt. Cole, chief among
the accused, is one of the most popu
lar navigators on the river in these
ports. All on board the - Fowler at
the time were emphatic in declaring
that Captain Cole and his crew had
been careful and efficient in the nay-
. 
REV. M. E. DODD
ligation of the boat, as well as court-
eous in their treatment of all on
board.. Among them were Congrese-
men Smith and thapman, of Illinois.
Russell of Misouri.
The inquiry was held yesterday
afternoon la the parlors of the Halli-
day. lion. Miles Frederick Gilbert
appeared for the owners and officers
of the Fowler and among the wit-
nesses and others in attendance wt•ret
Capt. S. A. Fowler and Captain Mark
Cole. Maj. Asheraft, Capt. John
Watts, Pilot Berryman, Mate Cun-
ningham, all of Paducah. Some of the
Cairo witnesses were P. H. Smyth,
Phil. C. Barclay and Pilot Fitchner,
and Ciongressman itusaell was here
from Charleston and gave his testi-
mony.
The inspectors went thoroughly
into the circumstances complained of,
and after short deliberation the ins







As tipped in The Sun Monday, the Washington. Nov. 21.—Mrs. Brad
First Baptist church last night ex- ley ,resumed the stand at 11 o'clock




trig former Senator Brown, of Utah.
E. Dodd. of the Bapest church at
She admitted being arrested three
Fulton, to assume the Pulpit noon to, timee but she still continued Diving
be vacated by the Rev. Calvin MI with Brown. She sadd it was mutual
Thompson. There is little doubt Ore l influence which held eLee together.
the call will be accepted, thougt Dr. She admitted strikinglirown in the
with an umbrella and Dodd declined to say anything fur- mouth w knock-
(her t day than that he wee infarrnee
Of the action last night by Dr. Calvin
Thompson, He will say nothing until
the formal invitation is received. He
will announce his determination te,
his own people Sunday morning.
when Dr. Thompson will convey the
sante message to the Find church of
Paducah.
Dr. Dodd is a. young man and Put
ton, where he has been four years, is
his first charge. He is a graduate of
the Southwestern. Baptist University,
at Jackson, Tenn., and hita the de
green of A B. and D. D. He married
the deughte• of Dr. S. W. Savage,
president of the institution.
They have two little daughters.
Graves County Court.
Mayfield. Ky., Nov. 21.---The jury
in the Ilonaman ease, after being out
since 9 o'clock in the morning. re-
turned a verdict sentencing him to
five years in he state penitentiary.
The Dupree robbery case and all
the other criminal trials were con-
tinued today.
REV. J. S. DEAN
The Rev. J. S. Dean, pastor of
Christian church, Clinton, Ky.. will
preach at Tenth Street church
next Sunday morning and evening.
RIGHT WAY TO VOTE
Frankfort. Ky-.- Nov. 21. (Special.)
—The court of appeals, in deciding
the Madison county election contest,
holds- that voting for a candidate,
whosa Caine is not printed on • the
ballot by pasting tsitps on It is net
legaL _The only wai is to write the
name.
CAIRO PLAYS HERE
Manager John Brooke, of the Cul-
ley football team, received a tele-
phone message from Paris, Tenn., to-
day, saying that the team would not
he able to -play the Culley team here
Thanksgiving. because Brownsville
will hold them to their engagement.
Mr. Brooke has booked the Alexander
oltib for November 2. a strong teens
from Cairo. This Cairo team aver-
ages about 165 pounds and will put
tip as strong a fight as any team in
this pert of the state.
Rebekah Lodge.
Springfield, Ill., Nov. 21.—Ths.
grand lodge of Odd Fellows elected
Fred B. Herrills!'of Belleville, grand
repabsentetIve to the Sovereign& Grand
laodpe. The state ensemble -of the
Daughters of Relsekoh elected Met.
Gienerairr fair and slightly colder Margaret Weldon. of Cairo, president:
tonight and probably Friday. highest Mrs. Ella ar. Reeve. of Jacesenviile.
temperature yesterday, Geteiteeets;vive-preeldent: Mrs. Mee C,roweli, of
50. silitoek Island, warden.
PLEASANT.-
ATTRACTS JUDGE
Georgetown, Ky., Nov. 21. (Spe-
cial.)—Judge Morrie last evening
overruled the motion of Powers' at-
torneysas to the men from Harrison
county already qualified for jury ser-
vice, but dismissed the second venire
from Harrison county and ordered
the sheriff to go to Grant county for
300 men. He said he would not pre-
side in a creel.: where there was a
suspicion that the jurors had not
been summoned strictly in accord-
arise with the haw. lie remarked on
the predontinence of Democrats
though he laid he did get thine the
proof showed any actual misconduct
on the part of the sheriff and his
deputies.
Judge Morris, over the pretest of
the commonwealth, consented to Ana
1-toward being hi-ought here to con-
sult with Powers' attorneys. Powers
brother-1S law will go with the slier-
ilffa to Grant county, to Fee that
!there is no discrimination In chOcs-
ling the jury.
log out his teeth when he was le one
of his ugly moods. She said she
sought out Brown to keep hint from
his wife. She denied making the
threat of blowing off Drown's head,
if he did not Marry her,
Then followed again an account of





Louisville, Ky , Nov. 21.—(Spe-
cial.)—There is no change in the
street ear strike. Five hundred ride
gates from the Central Labor union
will ask Mayor Grinstead to inter-
fere.
MRS. HARTJE WINS
Pittsburg. Nov. 21.—The superior
court declared in favor of Mrs.
}Neje.
Pittsburg, Nov. 21.—Augustus
Hartje, the Pittsburg millionaire,
again was thwarted in his attempt to
secure a divorce front his wife today,
when the superior court refused to
reopen the case. The lower court
nied the divorce after Iterate had




May It Janall While It is Stayin
in the Pacifie.
Washington, Nov. 21.--It is he-
l2 -by officials; in the navy depart-
ment that steps are being taken Allich
may result in Admiral levans' big
fleet of sixteen battleships visiting
Japan during Its stay in the Parlfle.
iUgh naval officers expect that orders
will be issued to that effect, and are
making their Plans with such a con-
tingency in view. The Japanese am-
bassador said: "I could not with pro-
priety speak of any- matter of th
kind that might be pending between.
my government and the United States
government."
EAST INDIA ttAILWAV.
Most Important Line Tied Up by a
General strike,
Calcutta, Nov. t21.—Traffic on the
Bast Indian railway 2,165 miles long
and the second -largest line in India,
is rapidly becoming paralyzed by a
strike. The trouble originated with
the engineers, who are almost en-
tirely Duropean, and yesterday
great numbers of natives belonging
to the traffic staff, joined in the
movement. The most important see.
lion of the road from Calcutta to
Tilahabad is practically tied up and
already 6,1100 passengers_ are
strsteded at Asansol. Bengal, the
Junction of the East Indian and Ben-
gal-Nam- railroad, a-here the seek-
ers are threatening violeriee The
jute mills are seriously affected be
the strike. '
The strike at preacta Is -eaueolaily
serious in view of the famine condi-
tions. which are becoming daily more







Coltenbus. Nov. 21 --Senator For-
aker was formally Indorsed for re-
election to the s•-nate and for the
Republican nornit.tion for President,
at the meeting of the executive and
advisory committee of the Ohio
League of Repubilean clubs. The
action of the joint committee at once
brought, out a challenge front A. I.
Vorys, manager of the Taft presiden-
tial canvaas, for the popular primary
to determine the choice of Ohio Re-





It Is probable that early December
will saes the gunboat Paducah in the
Paducah harbor to receive the silver
service at the hands of Mayor Yelser.
J. L. Wolff, the jeweler, heard from
the manufacturer today, with refer-
ence to the arrival of the service. He
expects it next Mend-ay, When it will
be on display at his store, 327 Broad-
way.
Congreesman 011ie James stated
that he will take rip the matter at
once with the navy department. and
t the gunboat here as meekly as
possible. Its presence has alreede
been promised.
SEVEN MEN ARE KILLED
ON CA.NADIAN PACIFIC.
V-Vinnt•peg, NOV. 21.-- Seven men
were and foes injuled in . an
explosion on the construction peek




Plans for raising severa,1 hundred
dollars necessary to defray the ex-
pense of laying three and one-half
blocks of sewer pipe from Thirteenth
anti Clay streets to the Home of the
Friendless are bothering the board of
lady manageri of the institution.
It is trnprnwsible for such an inlet
tuition to maintain a large reserve
('tad /or emergencies. On account of
Poor drainage water gets into the
basemtertilnd swamps the furnace
fire. !he °iffy remedy is to eennect
with the sewer. The Home will have
to -b itriTiftnxilianlee oT tirTffir PTOTei
but the ettv will do the work, thus
'saving the contractora percentage.
The Smite Will ttaxe to meet the pay-
lea eat h Saturday night. A canload
of pipe has arrived and, the work
will start the flee of • the week
James Caldwell will Inspect the
diate transportation of relief supplies, work ter the city engineer.
Replies to Charges of Manufac-
turers' Association With
Counter Accusations and is
Indorsed.
Sensation Produced at Nat-
ional Meeting by Speech of
President, Which is Followed
by Vote of I 'onfidence.
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 21.—At the
evening 19t1:010.11 of the Federation of
Labor President Gompers delivered
a speech replying te the charges pre-
ferred against him by the Manufac-
turers' asamociation. The speech was
an "tepees." from the view point of
Gotupera of the National association
of manufacturers and its ramifica-
tions..
Gompers took up and answered in
detail the charges brought against
him and closed with these words:
"All that I nowihave to add le that
there is not a scintilla of truth in
anything published or which can be
published by the National areesciation
of Manufacturers or their hirelings,
which in any way can reflect upon
the integrity, morality or hon.-soy of
myself, and I hare abiding faith
that they cannot do so of any mem-
bers of the eilecutive contestl of the
AM+ Hien FeAtation of Labor. I
d• ty our cliental:, to do their worst."
r great sensation was created by
sideut tampers in his speeen re-
eig to the attacks upon him and
(e'er officers of the federation by the
Manufacturers' association when he
told of an alleged attempt to bribe
him at the Victoria hotel, New York,
in October. by a newspaper man giv-
ing the name of Charles Brandenberg
the latter, Gompers said, haring de-
'dared that he represented the Na-
tional Manufacturers' association,
and was prepared to offer him Im-
munity from all exposure and make
him financially secure for the re-
mainder of his life if he would sign
a certain paper and otherwise aid in
the exposure of other leadt•rs le the
American Federation of Labor with
a view of virtually destroying the
influrece of organized labor."
The paper, Compere said. was to
the purport to have teen signed
shin he (Gamper's) was 111 in 1S95.
This paper. Gompers said, he had
preserved, and while a deathlike
stillness prevailed in the convention
Gompers drew forth the original doe
ument and read it. Gompers. during
his recital of the alleged attempt of
bribery, called upon the different
delegates present who were with him
at the time of interviews with Brand-
enberg to verify his statement.
This the delegates, raheng in their
seats, did.
At the close of Gompers' speeeh
there was a great demonstrattrar, even
VictorI,. Berger, of Milwaukee. the
Socialiatic opponent of Gompers. de-
claring that although he had repeat-
dly bitterly oppoved Hie reelection
of Gonttere, he will he the one this
year to move to make his election-
unanimous, with a vote—cif confidence
not only to Gompere-trut also to the
ether officials of the American Fed-
eration. -
"This," declared Berger, "is-lhe
answer of the Socialists to the Manu-
facturers' association."
A motion offered by fa, D. W. Ryan,
of Springfield, LI., reporting that the
Illinois Mine Workers had voted con-
fidenee in Gompers and denouncing
the Manufacturers' association re-
ceived immediate consideration and
had adopted amid excitement.
OLD PILOT DNA 1).
Well Known tn the Missbe•ippi River
for Many Tears.
St. Louis. Mo., Nov. 21.—Capt.
Ile hone well known in Memphis
New Orleans and St. Louie, for more
than 40 years Dien on the Mississippi
river, died at his home, 3%33 Hart-
ford street. yesterday. Ile had been
afflicted with heart disease for eight
months.
MAI' END F %TALLY.
Friendly Football Scramble Itevilta
In Broken Spine.
Philadelphia,. Nov... 21 —While
gaged in a friendly scramble at foot-
'ball with two of his friends at his
?MVO ill Wahilnatord: near-rere.-rred
erica E. Kett. a stndent at the Una
vereity of Penosylvaela, fell and free-
tereel his spinal etalernn near •
bapsl his neck. His cemetery,
eerlous Platt - iietains his mental
power. but experience"' no genantiott
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[Run Down
If vs, &due sem lake Ayes's Sar-
agraie. dem fete a. If he has any.
h•rter. thest mke that.
 \venoms. 
If you are ad run down, easily tired, thin,
pie, nervous, go to your doctor. Stop guess-
ing, atop experimenting, go direct to your
doctor. Ask his opinion of Ayer's nomalco-1
holic Sarsaparilla. 'No alcohol, no stimula-
tion. A blood puritier, a nerve tonic, a strong
alterative, an aid to digestion.
R. A. BURCH
AGED CITIZEN PASSES AWAY OF
ILLS INCIDENT TO HIS TEARS.
Mr. R. A. Burch, Native of Nelson
(Meaty, Hit's at Home of Son
in This CIO.
when death came. The funeral will
be held at St. Francis de Sales church
'Saturday morning.
Mr. R. A. Burch died this morning
St 11:55 at the residence of his son,
Mr. 'Will 0. Bu'rch, 1111 Monroe
street, of old age. Mr. Burch was,
one of the oldest and most respected
men in Paducah, lie was born in
Nelson couuty and was 92 years old.
lie had made his residence for some
time with his son, Mr. Wilt 0. Burch,
the popular Illinois Central railroad
engineer. Besides Mr. Will, Burch he
leaves four children, Messrs. Law-
rence and Charles Burch, of Eureka
Springs, Ark., and Mr. Frank Burch,
of this city, and .Mrs. A. B. Winfrey,
of Paduc.ah. All the children except
31r. Lawrence Berch and Mr. Charles
Burch were es • at the beds de
DERBY WAS POSTPONED
La Center, KY•. Nov. re—fgPe-
cial.)—Like the king's army, that
marched up the hill and then marched
down, again, the cavalcade of dog fan-
eleess and sportsmen wended Its way
back to the hotel yesterday morning,
and spent the day around the fire
telling stories of hunting prowess.
This morning the Derby started, With
couditions as perfect as on the first
day of the meet. It is expected that
the Derby will be concluded by to-
morrow noon, when the All Age
stake, with 30 entries, will start. All
hope to conclude the meet by Satur-
day night.
Nell—She married a very old in
didn't she I understand he had
one foot, in the grave.
Belle—That's what she thought,
too, but, he still continues to buy his
shoes by the pain—Philadelphia
Record.
The mind always is the richer for
the slander it forgets.
GOOD BLOO
NATURE'S PROTECTION AGAINST DISEASE
The preservation of health and prevention against disease is almost
entirely dependent upon pure, healthy blood; every organ, tissue, nerve and
sinew of the body draws oft this vital fluid for nourishment and strength.
Poisons, humors and germs from various sources often get into the blood,
and then this great life-stream becomes a source of infection and disease,
Instead of a nourishing, health-sustaining fluid. Heredity is likewise an
important factor, regulating the quality of the blood. Some persons are born
with tainted blood from diseased ancestry, and Scrofula in one of its titumerous
torn:* is sure to erop out some time in life. Net only peinorin in the blood
are responsible for disease, but when the circulation is run down and becomes
poor and weak in quality, then we see the effect in a general bad condition
of health, such as weakness, sallow complexions, boils, and various skin
eruptions. Al k blood troubles require a tonic and blood purifier, and none
other equals S. S. S. It goes down to the
veryloundation of the trouble, and removes
every particle of the poison or impurity from
the blood. And not only does 8. S. S.
antidote the poisons, humors and germs, but
it possesses health-giving, tonic properties,
.PURELY VEGETABLE which build up and strengthen weak, impov-
erished blood, and fortifies the system against
disease.lr S. S. S. permanently cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers,
Scrofula, Eczema, Tetter, and all other skin diseases and disorders. Book
on the blood and any medical advice free. •THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Alk
YOU rEy. GOOD
When you smoke asGreater Paducah
cigar, because it's a good deer, made
of good tobacco and gives a good
smoke—one that you can thoroughly
enjoy. Ask for a Greater Paducah 5
cents.
Independent Cigar Co., Manufact-
urers.
THE SMOKE HOUSE, •
222 Broadway.









at 2 p. m.
•




WHERE THE ITCH IS.
Don't Dose the Stomach to Cure lev-
et-not and Other Skin Diseases.
AT AUCTION SALE needs, salt rheum, or other akin 
Final auction of lots, stocks and
other property of the La Center Com-
pany will take place tomorrow at La
Center. With this sale the operations
of the La Center company oome to an
end and the corporttion will be dis-
solved after a truces sail existence.
In tomorrow's auction 400 city lots,
200 acres of grounii, a storehouse
and $5,000 In stock di the La Center
college will be sold. Colonel Gus
Slngleton has been isecured as auc-
tioneer and the sale probably will be
attended by a nursber.of Paducabans.
The La Center college is now an
established and successful school. Its
prospects have widened each year sue
as the, farmers in Ballard and Mc-
Crackeu counties are prosperous, a
good future opens up for the school.
La Center, the town, has grown rap-
idly and is becoming the 'elite; of
trade as well as of population be-
tween Paducah and Cairo.
Officers of the ha Center commute
are: J. A. Bauer, president; C. E.
Jennings, secretary and treasurer;
,Stoke Payne, of La Oenter, general
manager. The stockholders, of which
there are a dozen, are largely Pau-
cabana.
RAILROAD NOTES
euperinten cot Egan, of t e
Louisville division of the Illinois
Central, headed a party of officials on
an inspection tour of the shops to-
day. the machinery and work in pro-
gress. coming under the scrutiny of
the officials. 111hone in the party be-
sides the superintendent were Assist-
ant -Superintendent of Machinery
Kneuffer, Master Carman Buker and
Traveling Engineer Peony, and a
bet-sfember -.minor officiate .and
clerks. Master Mechanic Nash and
Master Car Builder Baughan, of the
shops accompanied the party.
Master Car Builder Baughan re-
turned yesterday from a business
trip to Princeton.
Jesse Robertson, a colored switch-
man, who lives in Paducah, fell off
a freight train at Henning. Tenn.,
yesterday and received serious in,
juries on the head and body. He
was brought to the railroad hospital
this morning for treatment,
Road Superintendent I. 0. Walker,
of the N.. C. & St. L., went south
this morning on an inspection tour.
Mrs. R. E. Fulmer, wife of the
former master mechanic at the shops
left this morning for Richmond. Va.,
to join her husband. She will meet
her son, Clifferd, who has been at-
tending college at Bowling Green, at
lemieville, and together they will go
to Richmond. Mr. Fulmer and fam-
ily lived at 433 Clark street and
made many friends durin,; their May
ip the city.
A special car of the Government
Fisheres Bureau passed through
Paducah this morning en route to
Princeton, where young fish is dis-
tributed free to parties who are pre-
pared to take care of tieem. The ear
is quite a palatial one and is arrang-
ed for the accommodation of the at-
taches, who sleep in the car. A num-
ber of tanks are provided for the
young fish being aranged so that
they are, furnished fresh 'water and
the temperature kept even. The car
was in charge of H. G. Canfield, a
fish expert; '
The worst thing about hell Is to be
satisfied iwith it.
HAIR WON'T FALL OUT.
If You Kill the Dandruff Germ With
the New Treatment,
John N. Fuller, a well-known citi-
zen of Colfax. Wash., says: "I had
dandpuff so badly that It caked on
my scalp. Iferpicide completely cured
me." George II. McWbirk, of Walla
-moo opeedaelf„ :sem; eqsem feltam
pletely cured me of a bad case of den-
druff of 30 years' standing." They
took the only really sensible treat;
!tient. a remedy that destroys the dan-
druff germ -- Newbro's Herpielde.
Stop dandruff, hair won't fall out,
but will grow naturally, lu.xurlantly.
.11lays itching instantly and makes
hair glossy and soft as_silk. One bot-
tle will cony inch any 'doubter of its
merits. Sold by leading druggists.
Twci sizes, 50e and ;1.00. Seed lfte
in stamps for sample to The Herpi-





They save the Continual writing
over the same thing. They are
not expensive. Send usan order,
Prices Right.
The Diamond Stamp Works
115 S Third SI Phu es 350
Those afflicted with OCZ01118, peo-
eases of a, similar nature, should
never dose the stomach to rid them-
pelves of the terribi itch. They147-
should doctor the iteh liere the Itch
is—cure the skin th ugh the shin.
not through the stomach.
Eczema and oilier diseases of a
kindred kiiid are skin diseases--not
blood diseases. Science has shown
that Eczema is caused by germs in
the skin, and that the disease can be
enadicated only by killing the germs.
Dr. Decatur D. Dennis was one of
the first physicians to follow out the
.germ theory in skin diseases, Then
he discovered that by mixing oil of
wintergreen with otter soothing
agents he had a liquid prescription
which killed the germs and cured the
awful itch, leaving the skii white
and smooth. Slime that time this D.
D. D. soap is the standard high grade
skin map.
The first few drops of D. D. D. give
instant relief from the terrible itch
and from the frightful burning of
the diseased skin. So reliable is this
D. D. D. remedy that hundreds of
physician e; prescribe it. It is a wash
ate thin as water and as mild and as
Pure, which is applied to the diseased
portion of the skin.
Mrs. Frances Richmond., of Milton,
Trimble county, Kentucky, writes:
"My little girl's fingers were sore
almost to the bone from eczema. I
used part of the sample bottle of D.
D. D. Preiscription received from you
and now they are well. It is a won-
derful skin remedy."
We carefully investigated this D.
D. D. Prescription before recommend-
ing It to our neighbors and patrons,
and after a long experience we are
more than ever convinced of Its won-
derful merits.—R. W. Walker & Co.
You need'nt decide now, but call
at our store anyway and we will show
you how this I), D. D. Prescription
gives instant relief Lein itch.
_ourrualii
Rexie Payne, son of J. E. and Mary
E. Payne, was born July 3.- 1882.
Spent his boyhood days on his father's
farm in Graves county. Moved with
hts father to Paducah in 1904. Was
married to Miss Polly- Sprouse, of
Graves county, in 1905. Became an
employe of the Illinois Central Rail-
road company. In whose service he
remained until stricken with typhoid
fever, from which he died October 4,
1907, after several weeks' Mess.
Age 23 years, 3 months and 1 day.
He leaves to mourn his early death
a father, one brother, two sisters, the
wife of his youth and many relatives
and friends, for he was a great
favorite with them all.
I. as one that knew Rexie from
childhood to manhood, am glad to
state be was a' true. warmhearted.
generous young man that loved home
and his people very dearly, and
though he be sleeping his thoughtful
kindness will long he remembered by
his many friends.
The words he spoke to his nurse,
Miss Catherine Hubrieh, who PO
faithfully attended him during his
illness haa given us sweet evidence
that he died in peace with his God
ant has gone to jolt], the mother he
loved 90 dear, who Freoeded him to
the tomb in 1903.
The fountain of sorrow is opened
anew,
As we record the death of our
friend;
A son, a brother, a husband true
has come, it seems, to an untimely
end.
For Rexie was young, so young to
leave us,
Life SVPS sweet to him, we know.
But if it was God that gave and God
that took him
Who can say it is not better so.
A FRIEND.
Hotel Arrivals.
Palmtr House—J. Raley, St.
Lout* G. W. Storm, Neva\ York; Ed
C. Moore, Louisville; A. R. Drown,
New York; James L. White, Fulton;
W. W. Wilson, Chicago; C. W. Brown
New York; W. E. Pearse, Chicago;
. L. Gross, Chicago; A. Strouse,
Philadelphia; Lee T. Meyer, St.
Louis; P. M. Alfeon, Wanpoca, Wis.
Belvedere—George He Cox, Nor-
folk; C. L. Hill, Murray; R. L.
Moors, Louisville; C. Lenty, Cincin-
nati; D. Williams, Evansville; Tom
Hoclen, Rockcastle, N. Y.; B. J.
Wheeleze-Memphia; R. L. Revere, St.
Louis.
NOT Richmond—T. J. Riley. May-
field; .1. B. Swats, Murray; Henry
McDurmore, Baw City, II.; L. Davis,
Metropolis; Edevard Hull, Louisville;
J. H. Stoddard, Louisville; A. Shelter,
Evansville; W. B. Bryant, Waverly,
Tenn.; H. M. Dunlap, Pittsburg, Pa.;
Charlie Skaggs, Murray.
UNVEILING MONUMENT.
Memory of Major J. Thomas, $4.75
Nashville and return $4.75. N., C.
& St. L. By. will sell round trip
thkets Nov, 23 atid morning train
24th, good until Nov. 25, one fare
plus 25 cents, or 44.75. Full partic-
ulars from either E. 5, Burnham,
Agent, depot, or F. L. Weiland, (nty
Passenger Agent, 430 Broadway.
—If it's business "ebb-tide" ititb
you, you can make it look and seem
like your busy season by a quick
and sharp advertising campaign.
The hhrdest thing that genius has





The Depew-Burdette Stock com-
pany continues to attract good bust-
nese with its repertoire of high-
class comedies amid drawee, and ex-
cellent vaudeville bill.
Parsifal.
One of the most promising signs
of late years in connection with the
drama, is the greatly increased in-
terest shown by the better class of
theater-goers in dramatic produc-
tions of a semi-religious and relig-
ious nature. Among the most note
ble of this class of plays may be
mentioned "The Eternal City,"
"John the Baptist," "Sign of the
Cross," "Mary of Magdala," "Ben
Hun" and "The Shepherd King."
Each of these dramas has met with
distinct favor, not only occasioned
by the beauty and depth of the var-
ious themes presented, but because.
also, there is no greater or more
graphically dramatic material to be
gained from any source than that of
the Bible. The latest and most suc-
cessful of all religious dramas seen
in this country, although for years
past it has been witnessed in Europe
is Richard Wagner's magnificent
spectacle "Parsifal." Wh'ie there is
not a biblical character seen In the
production, it is essentially a grand-
ly religious work. It Is true there
are some sacred objects dealt with,
but they are used only as a means
to an end, to attain the purpose the
author desired, without in any way
violating Christian truths or tread-
ing upon one's Christian suscepti-
bility. It is simply a great moral
drama, conceived and written by a
Christian genius.
Harry Beresford.
Harry Bereaford has a quaint, lov-
able way and an attracting personal-
ity that reminds one more of B01
Smith Russell, than any actor living
today. In The Professor's Love Story
he had a part that fitted him to the
flee, mitt In that -part be established-
himself in the hearts of theater
goers the country over. Perhaps no
actor who comes to Paducah has a
stronger personal following that Mr
Beresford, and his many friends
here will be glad to now that he has
been taken up by Sam S. and Lee
Schubert, who are next to Kiev; &
Erlanger, the strongest force in the
theatrical world today. The Schtt-
berts have given Mr. Beresford a
play and a support entirely worthy
of his ability and in "The Other
House" he sill be seen in a comedy
%%hien is, according to many critics,
stronger, than "The Professor's Love
Story,"
"My Wife's Family.
The musical farce "My Wife's
Family," under the direction of the
Whitney Amusement company, is
the same character of production as
the good old "Charles Hoyt" play so
popelar a few years ago.
IT " ' has been received
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Get Rid of Your Cold
at the same time eat











there is nothing in the
world which So quickly re-
lieves a cough as the old-
fashioned simon pure hore-
hound drop. The Old Home-
stead formula has been tested
and tried out on innumer-







HON. S. B. HERMAN
IS WELL AGAIN
Noted Oregon Statesman is Restored to
Health on Recent Eastern Trip.
Hui!. Shiller B. Herman, distin-
guished statesman and legislator of
Portland, Oregon, who was recently
on an eastern trip is among those
strongly in favor of L. T. Cooper, in
the discussion over Cooker and his
medicines, which has raged for the
paeryear in cities visited by the
young man on his educative cam-
paigns, as he calls 'them.
Cooper was explaining his new
theories and medicines to Boston
people during the Oregonian's visit
to that city, and in a recent , inter-
view Mr. Herman said: "My trip east
accomplished more for me than I
ever believed posaible. It has act-
ually Men the means of restoring
my health. While in Beston I heard
a great deal about this man Codper
and his medicines, and one morning
I talked with a Boston banker who
told me that he had been relieved by
Cooper's medicines after ten years'
chronic dyspepsia. For the Pak
twenty years I have been a fearful
sufferer with nervous dyspepsia. It
has been so bad that it all but forced
rue to resign from the legislature.
"I Inas feeling wretchedly that
morning, and I made up my mind to
try, the medicine. I. had seen lead-
ing physicians without number both
East and West. They bad been en-
able to help me in the least, and I
no more believed, this Cooper merit-
cilia could help me than it could
billiWg a dead man back to life. I
really don't know why I bought it.
It was like a drowning man clutch-
ing at a straw.
"To make a long etory short, it
has been astonishingly suceessful in
my case. Today I am enjoying a
sound stomach and perfect health
for the first time in twenty years. ,I
can eat heartily without the slight-
est inconvenience afterward. I
have a fine appetite, and sleep well.
I am no longer moody and depressed,
and my nervousness has entirely dls•
appeared.
"Any man who has chronic ' dys-
pepsia owes it to his family to try
this medicine."
In ell our experienel as druggists,
we have never seen anything to sur-
pass the famous Cooper preparations.
—W. B. McPherson.
with enthusiasm by both press and edy company appearing at 
the Ken-
public, and while its only mission is tucky this season,
to amuse—to make you laugh. there
are a great many play-goers who go
to the theater to get away from the





"Before and After" with Leo DR-
richstein at the head of the cast, and
with such support as Edmund Elton,
-Aubrey, Beattie, John Arthur, beau-
tiful Hazel Cbaffia, Nellie Butler
and Kenyon Bishop, will be one of
the best—if not the best, farce coin-
This is Mr. Ditrichstein's second
appearance in Paducah, and the im-
pression he and his capable company
made here last season, assures nine'
Its a crowded ouse. The play is one
of the best farces ever written, and
the company one which does not usu-
ally grace the smaller one night
stands.
"I don't be/Mee Parson Brown ever
told a tie about Any one." ".Ldten.l..
know about that. He had preached
a good many funeral sermons."—
Life. a
Only One "BROMO QUININE," that is
Laxative Brom° Quinine d, on every
box. 25c
Cures? Cold in One Ps,- Grin in Days
PAGE'S RESTAURANT
123 South Second.




a man wants to feel web) and own-
fortanly dreamed for either street, at
home or for the Thanksgiving dinner
reception. We will fashion a dress
suit. Tuxedo, cutaway, Prince Albert
or sackesuit for you thaC•will give you
the distingue air and Style that only
,in artist tailor can give yytou. Leave
citir order now with
H. M. DALTON,
403 Broadway.
filth Warren the Jeweler.
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HILL SAYS
• CONDITIONS WILL BE ALL RIGHT
IF DEMAGOGUES STOP.
Thinks itailroada Are Philanthropic
Institutions and stimuli! Re ',et
Alone By Authorities. .
leaflets City. Mo., Nov. 21.—There
%kits a skeleton at the feast of the
Commercial club last night when the
members gathered for their thir-
teenth annual banquet. James J
Hill, head of the Great Northern
railway, pointed out the specter oT
desolation and ruin which he said is
ready to stalk through the country
unless "men in high places" quit
tearing the fabric of creeit by "de-
nouncing all cdrporations."
'Rome of the corporations, espec-
ially railroads, said Mr. Hill, were
public benefactors and should not be
classed among evildoers. The work
of the railroads should not be stop-






We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let.us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any






of the in. eug public. As seon as
the people get frightened, according
to they quit buying railroad
securities, thus keeping money out
of the reach of the carriers, whose
policy, he declared, was to use the
people's money for the benefit of the
people.
People Must Pay for Lines.
Mr. Hill said Amerkan 'railroads
carry passengers and freight cheaper
than those of any other country and
paid more returns on their capitaliz-
ation. But the country, he said,
needed more "avenuefic of commerce'
—about $1,G5,0,0410,40 0 worth a
year—and unless the people put up
the money they could not get the ex-
tensions of rail Noes, which, he said,
would do more for the country.- than
anything else,
The man who built the Great
Northern line said the railroad men
of this country bed a right to be
proud of their record and to resent
the criticism of them based on
naught but ignorance.
Confiscatory legislation. Mr. Hill
said, existed in 170 rerent enact-
ments by more than twenty state.
The consequence of these laws to
the railroads and through them to
the price of the things we eat and
wear, has made the "whole nation
shiver."
Wants "Regulated Regulation."
Regulation o2 carriers, said MT.
Hill, was proper and righOprovided
it was of the right kind. The rights
of the carriers, he aseerted, must be
respected and their existence must
not be jeopardized through legisla-
tive folly.
In closing his speech Mr. Hill
said:
"Before we again realize a favor-
ing disposition to invest there must
be a different temper, a larger view
ot justice, a better appreciation of
what the railroads of the United
States have done and are doing. is
compared with those of the resit of
the world and a settled policy of
fair and reasonable liberal treat-
ment, and protection for the future.
"We have read of a conflict be-
tween 'righteousness and business.'
There can be no such conflict, unless
there is fraud at the business' end or
hypocrisy and cant at the righteous-
ness end.
"It is time for the whole country
to sober down and think out the prob
!ems before it. They - are serioua
enough to call for its best and most
earnest effort. They are vital enough
to engage the most generous patriot-
ism."
The Christian Science church is to
build a $200:000 publishing house
in Boston near the mother church.
the various eongregations through-
out the world contributing the money
required for the tiumnits:
New York fiebwaye are terse carry--
ing 90,000 more passengers daily
than they did one year &Sot*
Blood and Money Circulate Much
Alike in Their Separate Systems
Blood and money operete on prin-
ciples remarkably alike in a com-
parison drawn be a physician the
other day. According to this doctor
the blood in the human- body is about
one-fourteenth of the weight of the
whole body, much less than is popu-
larly supine-el and much less than
scientific nirn supposed up unili
about 30o yes ago. The ancients
cessr-estimated the relative weight of
the blood to the body many times,
but accurate experiments now siva*
it to run from one-fourteenth to one-
sixteenth. The sight of blood ewe.
daily when it is coming from a fresh
wound seems to have the effect of
semulatiag the .Imagination of on-
lookers, as reports of an accident
usually tell of pints and quarts of
blood being exit by the patient when
In fact much less was lost.
Money has about the same relation
to- the commercial belly that blood
has to the human body. The actual
amount of money is always a -small
proportion of the amount of business
done aed statistielans pretty gener-
ally esgree that in the United Seites
the proportibn is about 94 to G. That
is 94 per cent of business Is conduct-
ed on paper or credit, while only 6
per rent is transaetett with cash. It
Is apparent from this fact that a very
little loss of money will have the
same effect en the eummereial body
that a loss of blood has on the human
bode. Each is a email but vital Part
of a much larger mass.
To see a large human body abso-
lutely worthless and inactive because
of an absence of one-fourteenth of
its own weight is not more sorpria-
Ins than to see the great commercial
body lying helpless because of a lack
of 6 per cent of its own weight.
Yet in the United States today,
paralesie is seizing upon the great
commercial body from no other cause
than that the G per cent of money-
circulation hos been greatly decreased
and the .woureis from whieh this vital
!bed have escaped are not merely
seen in the wrecked trust companies
of -New -Vette- -lei etseey stowie en. tha
United States today the commercial
body has been wounded and the cite
culating fluid—money--is flowing
out in streams !Aire or lees large. In
total this lies of circulatioe to the
commercial body has been sufficient
to call-for such decisive steps to stop
the disaster as issuing cashiers'
iherks and selling new government
bonds). As far as the conk!, the
parts of the commercial body that
have been wounded and from which
the previous life-fluid is escaping.
have tinih rtaken tp heal themselves,
and it is their astkni alone tb•itshas
prevented a speedy and disastrous
end to business operateme. If the
banks all over • the country, frors
which the vital G per cent of eircula-
tion was escaping through with-
drawals by timid depositors, had al-
lowed their cash reserves to go out
unhindered. the eommercial body
weeks ago would have beta as dead
as the human body becomes under a
steady outfw of blood-
Local Treatment.
Cashiers' checks and government
deposits so far have been the court
plaster and bandages hastily thrown
over the gaping wounds In the com-
mercial body, but the blood has been
soaking through them and now the
government proposes to wrap ancether
bandage around the wounds with an
issue of $150,000,000 in bonds and
short time certificates.
Being so small a part of the hu-
man body, the blood must circulate
ratedly to perform its firrictioa. No
matter where you w?und the human
body, blood will begen to flow and if
the wound Is not. stppped, it rill not
merely lope the blood immediately
near the wound. A system of ave-
nues in the body make it possible
the whole blood supply to escape
from the little toe as readily as from
the loss of an arm, though, of course,
not so rapidly. Even-thing that is
successful has a syteem of operation
and the blood 'having to perform
such- -remarkable service has a won-
derful system. Stageation would be
as fatal to the blood mete money, and
besides the blood has to run up-hill
most of the time. To accomplish
this a power hour has to run night
and day and that power house is the
heart. The blood that one time is in
the head may take a new route and
be In the foot soon after and this sys-
tem of circulation with the heart as
the center of action may be effected
by a n-umber of causes, but no cause
Kinetic Energy
Kinetic is a good word. It
means "power to make things
go." A fat bank account, a
rock on the edge of a hill.
a barrel of gunpowder, and
SCOTT'S EMULSION all
contain "kinetic energy."
so the professor tells us.
Power is stored up in
Scott's Emulsion
This force let loose in the
system of the consumptive
gives him the strength to
take on new flub. It is a
powerful flesh•producer.
Alinfuertsto; aoc. and $1.00.
so quiekly puts the W11-010s.stem out
of normal operation as :t !are, lOss of
Mood. The vitality of the whole body.
too, reflects Accurately the condition
of the blood supply.
Treating System.
When secretary Cortelson went to
New York to relieve the bankeof the.
city, & considerable cry arose fr. •
the south and west because no ••
was given from st ringency
They charged -a sinister 
disction in, the plaeltig of fund  an.: •
declared that Cortelyou went to
aid of gamblers on Wall street.
These assertions were made
persons who apparently have a
idea of the function of motley ,
principle on'which it epee-ate.
should know that there is as tes.
system in"the operatirn of money :
in the circUlation of blood and
this system has a center whet.
pressure is greatest and frorp
strearnk are pumped in and ii .
other parts of the commercial bode
in the sense way the blood circulates.
What doctor would begin at the little
toe to relieve a person whose heart
action and conteruerit circulation are
weak? He goes straight to the vital
point, the point shore relief means
relief for the whole sy.st•-m and that
point is the heart.
Ne;v York is the financial heart of
he American monetary circulatlos
As Ellett it is at the same time th,
weakest and the t•trongest point ir
the financial system, strong und,
nornral and exesslingly weak und.•
abnormal conditions. The financiall
doctor would tie mere think of s
to Texas or Montana to re!
money stringency than the s
would go to the little toe to e
late the heart action. When there is
a great strain on a chain, the a.-•
link is the p.litee, for the ws
mariner to strengthen. (Sete:.
treating the commercial body ,
weakness follows the action of s
doctor in treating the human bo,e
when it is weak in the blood testing'.
To him it is neither here tier there
seliesee -that steakeeteeseinis-euiee-
if the financial center of this country
was in Arkansas, the place to de-
posit peaveremetst funds in order to
afford relief to the whole commer
body. Would be In Arkansas. But It
happens to be in New York and Wall
street also happens to be in Nee
York and some people- connect the
two with the result that they think
Cortelyou has gone to the rescue of
stock gamblers.
The commercial body lost free!.
for some time before the banks adopt-
ed the clearing !toffee plan. The prin-
cipal lose was in New York, where, as
the center of the money system, a
lose of money would be felt all over
the country, like the bode would be
weakened by trouble in the heart.
Uedeubtedly the commercial blood
clieulation does not grow poor with-
out a cause, and that cause in this
panic was a loss of confidence In the
integrity of the managers of big
financial institutions. Wail street
operations perhaps centributed mos,
to that fear coupled with. az actual
growth of the commercial body, due
to the harvests, without a core4spond-
ing increase in the Money supply. It
was as if the human body had slid-
denly outgrown its ratio of one-four-
teenth part of the blood. Six per
cent c-ash transactions became too
small a blood supply for the commer-
cial body and the heart of the finan-
cial system was weakened.
Cause or Disorder.
If this had been the only trouble,
the, country would have gone along
without serious inconeen4enre by im-
porting money, but a series of
nese traneactions which the i.
did not relish, resulted in a run ,
the financial center that withdr,
many millions of circulation. T'
Panic gTVW with what it fed one Nos
there is just as munh money in ti
country as before the panic, but ,
has been rudely snatched out of ti'
channels it was accustomed to run
and the vast superstruct eeir 
the currency credit is left p.
feorn a lack of blood. 'The eel
cial body lies helpless from the .1
arrangement of 6 per cent of ate oe
, It -is as if the feet should stehles
refuse to let the blood it has •
to the heart, and the head and
arms and other local organs foil,.
suit. The sheart under such circle,
stances can do nothing but run •
whatever blood happened to be In
wheat the etringence cam'-, and if tie
is befog gradually depleted final
sation .is inevittble: The feet, are
head and other parts gtitw ranee '
bellevin.gsthe heart would not er
them any more -blood and hoi
the blood they managed to r,
They have the blood, It is true, I,
when the heart finally stops' i•
action, their blood will be dross. Th,
will site because they Interfered with
a system that kept them alive.
How similar it is to the present
crisis. People becsme seared they
would not get any more Money ENO
they grabbed what they could and are
hoarding it. Bank depositors with-
drew all from the financial heart they
could and sow nearly all persons are
holding on to all stray circulation
they can find. Small wonder that the
banks reflecting the condition of the
financial heart in New York. stopped
normal action,. Their life blood sup-
ply had been' stopped. And pity.tee
(omen; Illidparfletliarly the deposit-
ors theteselveve who are hoar-ding
their gold. If the commercial body,








Tomorrow mowing, Friday, Nov. 23d, we will offer you,
commencing promptly at NINE O'CLOCK, this nice
9x14 double Roast Pan for SEVENTEEN
CENTS, complete. Only one to each c tomer.
This is just the thing for your Thanksgiving Roasts.
Come early and get one before they are al one.





been stopped, should die. They
won • see a
commercial body like the disaster on
the human body and thtfir gold hoard-
ed in their hands would, become drive
or depreciate incalculably. The fis‘n-
cial testem of circulation ot,,Jlotwy
through banks is today the °meta-
tion of American business lire, and
the American people expect apparent-
!y that business willego on without
that system. They have knocked the
foundation out teem under the homse
as far as they etrukt, and * the op-
portunity was afforded the last dollar
would be • withdrawn from circula-
tion. It In as if a few persons own-
ing furniture in a magtelieent sky-
weeper would :tee the building col-
lapse if they only could save their
trharets. And the cash so far with-
drawn is but a trinket compared* with
the ions that would result shout(' the
whole commercial body go down.
America has made strides because
Its citizens loaned their wealth out
through the banks to other, who are
developing it resources, and now,
after the borrower are running full
blast the lenders, who are the bank
depositors, grow scared and demand
their money. The fine manufactue-
ing plants must close because the
money they borrowed from the bank
depositors has been recalled, the rail-
roads and other industeals must cue
tail operations from the same cause,
and if the demand for their money
continues from the bank depositors,
all will be forced to close, throwing
-ere
nleasalMalletnelffillellglenalleseallinnueniallab




manufacturing plants and railroads
eau borrow It to operate with, on
joie! severity. of course, business will
resume its natural tone, because the
financial tests.. will- begin to oper-
ate, The other solution Is commer-
cial death. Followed it Is true In the
couree of time by resuscitation but
the procees will be painful and the
suffering will be frightful. To con-
tinue to hoard (lush and the nroment
the batiks give out any currency, to
hoard that ton, will result in drain-
ing the veins of commerce of its blood
lend elle whole body will die.
TURNS LAUGH ON NAVAL MEN.
Officials Entertain Poo- Inventor.
Think inc !lint .enother.
Washingtole Nov. 21.—Negotia-
tions for three months with Harry
Stenffteben, a poor French inventot,
in the belief that he was the repre-
sentative of a great Paris company
that was seeking to sell submarine
mines to the United States, the
bringing of the needy strauger here
with his submarine mine he had fail-
ed to find a customer for in Europe,
and the • eiscover the error
until a test was ready at Newport
Pat the laugh on the officera of
the bureau of ordinance or 'he niiiTe
department. They have dived and
There are two solutions" of the wined the poor Frenchman since
pr. -telt panic. If the people who August 27, and he hag- !free on the
h;Irt, money, the life blood of Com- best the navy department's officers
Trerre, will put It in hank where thf• get. All the while they have be-
lieved he was some one else. The
mistake was discovered when Com-
mander Albert Gleaves came to ex-
entitle the mine for a test at New-
port.
Teas—I bear he has broken -.•
her. Jess—Not exactly. He
broke by her. and when she discie-
reed that fact she broke with him.—
!Philadelphia Press.
Lack of forethought does not prove
faith.
es.
PI SO'S CU RE
Hacking Coughs
I,•,r the Ittno and esp,..e
tht m t.t the tt.frIttl,ratv;t5,7,,,t
,f1•1111“1,, .n 15.nt wait ur,
t • t. •..r • .'14,•h IP!,,Gille
filet -. N us ht. ,'*11 .,rd
•-• 1.7 •••• Pee. err at
Gl an t' •• , .dnitt r•-',td it
t.:ri-^ ,4•17...•- ,
t ota..•.rt





RED AIEN'S HALL, NORTH FORM STREET




Free Exhibition of the
Marvelous Wireless Telegraph
With a complete set of wireless instruments; sending messages
through walls, ringing fire alarms, lighting electric lights,
blowing fog sirens and operating railway switch signals, all
without the use of wires.
THE MOST WONDERFUL INVENTION OF THE AGE—INSTRUMENTS
ON VIEW 10 A. M. TO 4 P. M.
1111111111W 
4.17tildren Not Admitted Untenn Acszomponied Hy 1F-Inrents
PAGE rout; THE PAM"( ATE EVENING SI-PI"
TFECRSDAY, NOVEMBER 21. ,j
Olt Vabncab %un-
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY.
nth SUN PUBLISHING OOMPANY
INCORPoRATIED
F. M. FISHER. President
B. J. PAXTON, General Manager,
itstorall at the postoffice at Paducah,




By Carrier, per week 10
By mall. per month. In advance..  25
By mail, p•r year, in advance....$2 50
THE WEEKLY SUN
For year, by mall, pontos', paid.. $1.00
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky....
Office, 115 South Third, Phone 858
Payne & Young. Chicago and New
York, representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
bur places:






1 4028 17 3875
2 4254 18 3872
3 3888 19 3876
4 3917 21 3859
3910 22 3851
7 3911 23 3849
8 3909 24 4063
9 3963 25 4144
10 3971 26 4147
11 3960 25 4137
12  3958 29 4138
14 3940 30 3861
15 3923 21 4289
16 3908
Total 10700
Average. October, 1907 3978
Average. October, 1906 4018
Personally appeared before me.this
November 2nd, 1907, R. D. MacMil-
lan, business manager of The Sun,
who affirms that the above state-
ment of the eireulation of The Sun
for the month of iher, 1907,
is true to the be.,. Or his knowledge
and belief.
PETER PleRYEAR, Notary Public.
My commisaion expires January 22,
1908
Daily Thought.
The &set from which our words
are woken is the measure of the
depth at which they will be hoard.
--Julian Hawthorne.
Governor-elect Willson went to
Waahington to rest. There is no
politics connecteti with his trip we
are assured, although a call on the
president was arranged before he
left Louisville. We can just hear
Teddy say: "Come right in Gus.
Take off your shoes and sit down in
this "lazy back" by the tire and put
your feet on the mantel, while I go
to look over the mail.- Sure. The
white house Is the place to rest.
Sergeant Haziey, who is disgusted
with the Luzon, writes back that the
''chief amusements of the Filipinos
are cockfighting and stealing."-
theught stealing was their meane of
If Paducah would have' - 50,000
population by 1910; she must make
a start by pushing her boundaries
westward and encompassing the pop-
ttlatietit ere- -
log up the town" won't do it.
Here's success to Ed Leigh. He
has the mental endowment' and the
equipment of exteerience to give
value ,received for Ay good thing
the legislature has to bestow. • He
has been the Fides Arhates of Demo-
cratic administrations for more
years than we like to look back over.
and Frankfort wouldn't seem like
Franitfort -to the generaTion, that has
grown up there. withrat Ed Leigh
e•Ir He ought to be kept there during
the approaching seseton of the Metg,.
lattice. If only for tha_ purpose of
accustoming the twelves to tie.
change more gradually.
Bryan is not looking le Kentecky
Democracy to furnish hint a cam-
paign manager next year. Tom
Johnson is said to be the man of
destiny. Tom, you know, managed
the campaign of the Rev. Mr. Bige-
low, of Cincinnati, For seeretary of
state of Ohio one time. ar,1 h., be
him get beat orrly about
IN MONTENEGRO.
Montenegrins, the happy, careless.
Slavonic people, no,able mostly for
their poetic temperament, pretty
dialect. Indifference to commercial
pursuits, and penchant for "toting
guns,- have plotted to kill their
royal prince and his family, blow up
the council, and form a union with
all Servian people. Nicholas I has
been on the throne since le(ea, sue-
meeting Danlim who was assassinat-
ed. Nicholas has been spared a
long while. He could hardly ever
have been considered a good life in-
surance risk, and 47 years is a long
while to stay the inevitable. There
are 2e0,004) of the Motitenegrins.
They fish a little and they farm a
little, and they carry arms wherever
they go. Their country Is mountain-
ous and they wear comic opera cos-
tumes every day.
McCracken county has beet! send-
ing Wiesen delegat eine Republican
state conventknut for some years,
covers au tile city s Pe
The bonded indebtedeess increases
by leaps and bounds, antl the pres-
ent annual expenditures of New York
Cite neist be more than $2e5.05te,,-
nterest charges alone in
the new budget are more than $24,-
Oii0.600, or almost as much as the
regular budget of the city of Chi-
sago.
"New York is a great city. Some-
body has iialled it an imperial city:
but imperial cities are usually. main-
ained by homing provinces. and New
York has no provinces to loot---only
taxpayers."
THE JOKESMITH.
"Papa, what is Mr. Rockefeller's









Aunt -Tommy! How creel! Why did
you cut that poor worm In two?
Tommy -- Ile seemed so lonely.-
Punch.
Where the elistake Was.
After his return to London from
his first tour of the United States,
Mathew Arnold visited oil Mrs
Proctor, widow of the poet "Harry
Cornwall" and mother of Adelaide
Proctor. Mrs. Proctor, who was
then eighty years old, in giving Mr.
Arnold a cup of tea, asked him, "And
was4-4144 -they say of eon hi-Anteel-
ea."- "Well," said the literary au-
tocrat, "they said I was conceited,
and they sand me-elotties did not, lit
me." "Ah " remarekd the old lady.
"I think they were Mistaken as to
the clothes."
and is entitled to consisieration at
the inauguration. Paducah will be
well represented on that occasion,
Capt. 4Edwin Farley, state treasurer-
elect, and Governor Willson forming
a combination to attract home folks
to the capital.
LEGISLATtNC, FOR THE CITY.
Never mind worrying about the
condition of our country cravings.
They have not wholly sunk into po-
litical slumber. The agricultural
backbone of the nation is still as
eerting its prerogative to hold the
whole structure together. Mobile
seat an address to the Alabama leg-
islature, reciting the fact that she
would secede from the state, if the
legislature should infringe on her
right of self-government. A mem-
ber from that city did succeed In
reading the address but the delega-
tion front the city did not get to hear
it read in the chamber, for the very
good reason that they were crowded
out by the "white ribboners;" and
the voice of the senator was drowned
In a chorus of the Doxology. Then
the senators proceeded to vote the
state dry, Mobile and all. Don't
worry about these boys from the
hill* and the backwoods. They will
take care of their rights and- ours,
too., They may come to the city anti
May the wrong color or submit to
being gold bricked; but when they
go to the legislature, they first fled
out what the city man most deeirse,
ane-Arert they see to it that he
doesn't get it.
AN IMPERIAL CITY.
Says the New York World: -
"In ten years the population of
Greater New York has increased
less than 25 per cent., but the budget
has increased 85 per cent. In 1898
it was $77.590,332; for 1908 it will
be $143.572,266, an increase of
$13,150..176 over last year.
"Although more than $60,040e
in taxes has poured into the
treasury since the let of Octobe,
the administration has arrange,'
with a syndicate of bankers to si
$30.400.00.0'oe of 6 per cent. revenu-
bonds, with an option of $20.00e -
iso0 more. New York spends its
SUBMARINE VOLCANO.
Reported by in Gulf Trade.
Tons of Fish Killed.
Mexico City, Nov. 2t.----Navigators
of veseels plying In. the gulf trade
bring tu the capitol sensatemal re-
ports of the effects of a great up-
heaval In the ocean off the coast of
Yucatan die to subnutrine vulcanite
action. They declare that in the re-
cent upheaval which resulted in the
killing of tops of fish on the gulf
coast, the bed of the ocean was
changed and that sounding-is show
great depths whkh were formerly
shallow places, and vice versa,
Knelt.% ye. Parlor,
A Nashville ciergymais preached a
sermon la et Sunday on. the subject,
"The Kitchen Against the Parlor."
Doubtless the prominent figeres In
this discourse' were the "edlored Italy
mok" and the mistrees of the house-
hold. That is really the kitchen
against the parlor, and the former
always wins.—Chattanooga News.
By common 'cement the meet reli-
able etesetis ever taken in China was
that of 1512. This gime the figures
as wore than 360.000.000. In 1.568
the population was esterreited at mea-
ly 408,000 00, but 10.1881 it had fal-
len to 380.600.000, the great T'aling
iebellion, in uhieli so many millions
of people est their lives, being one
of the priteepal (tenses, urdoubtoily
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(Continued from last tame.)
revenue before it collects the money. the effect og the hag's features was
The -time* new -eentieee-inte the +Peso- marvelous. Tie black scowl lighten-
ury must be used to retire the 194J7 ed, the tight-drawn lips relaxed, and
revenue bonds, and so the city will there was a sign of pleasure in the
Premed toeeperrow more money to bright eyes that had flashed hatred
meet its Mate It is in the position at the policeman.
of a man who spends his salary nine' "Att, it's you, is it?" she said sharp- Ittely. -"You have done me one or two
months before he earns it and must ly, but with a tone of kindness in her services already. That's the best rea-
then borrow money at a high rate of greeting. "I didn't see ye. Now sit son I know why you should do me an
interest in order to live, down and find a table, mid I'll be with other."
I"The new budget means a per cap- ye after a bit." The 
hard lines on the face before
ita expenditure of 46 a year for "We want a dinner, and a good one. me 
relaxed at the sound of my voice,
every man, woman and child in New I'm half-starved." 
and the old woman nodded approv-
York. .or at least $144 a year for "Are ye. honey" said the 
woman ingly.
every farnilye With the most extrav- with delight. "Then its the best 
din- "Ay. reason enough, I guess. Them
agant national administration that 
ner in town ye shall have. Here, Jim! as wants better can find It themselves.
the country has ever known in time 
Put these gentlemen over there at the But why did you sqeak out of the
corner table." house the other night like a cop in
of peace, the federal. expenditures 1 It's not the aristocracy of settle ye plain clothes? Didn't I go bail you
are only $10 per capita. get here," said Corso°, lighting his were safe? Do you want any better
"Nobody eseapto this excessive word than mine?" she bad begun al-pipe after the coffee, "but it's prime
taxation. Those who do not pay eating." most softly, but the voice grew high-
their money directly to the city goy- I nodded In lazy contenment, and er and harsher as she went on.
eminent pay it through the mediuni then started up in remembrance of "Why," I said, bewildered again,
of the landlord, the grocer and the the occasion of our being in this place "the house sneaked away from me—
butcher. Their taxes are added to as the shadow of Mother Burton fell or; at least you left me alone itt it."
their rent and their living exiienr. across the table. "How was that?" she asked grimly.
If every laboring man in New York "If You will go upstairs," she said And I described graphically my ex-
realized how many weeks he had to sourly. "You know the- way. I guess peArisencle pinrotcheeedtcdserwteidthbuniiTintle an
work every year in order to earn his your friend can spare you."
taxes It would be a long time before "Is there anything that can't be told attuned look replaced the harsh lines
there was another $143:000.0.0'1 bud_ before him?" I asked.
of suspicion on Mother Borton's face.1 
get,
her crowd off before, and I ca do it
again it the need comes. But IV rath-
er smoke a polpe In poor."
"You can smoke in peace, but WS
not yoUrself you can thank for It,"
said Mother florton sharply. "There'll
Die no trouble here tonight- Come
_along." And the old woman started
for the door,
* .'Are you sure - you're all right?"
asked Corson In a low voice. "There's
men gone up those stairs that came
down with a sheet over them."
"It's all right—that is, unless
there's danger to you in leaving you
here."
"No. Go ahead. waft for ye. I'd
as lief sit here"ls anywheres."
!hastened after Mother !torten, who
was glowering at me from the door-
way, and followed her foesteps in si-
lence Co the floor above.
Mother Burton walked the passage
eautiously and in, silence, and I fol-
lowed her example until she pushed
open a door and was swallowed up in
the blackness. Thee I paused on the
threshold while she lighted a candle;
and as I entered, she swiftly closed
and locked the door behind tee.
"Sit down,", she said in a harsh
voice, motioning me to a chair by the
Stand that held the candle. Then this
strange creature seated herself in
front of ate, and looked steadily and
sternly in my face for a full minute.
"What have you done that I should
help you?" she broke forth in a harsh
voice, her eyes still fixed on my face.
"I really couldn't say," I replied po-
e
CASHIERS' CHECKS FROM ANY LOCAL RANK OR TRUST COMPINY 6001) AS CASH DERE
"He's a Clean Cut Looking Fellow"
THIS remark is often made concerning the YoungMan wearing one of our handsome Suits.
The Young Man of today demands the very newest
fashions—the very latest innovations. No stubby coats,
no narrow lapels, no bag-hanging garments for him
this season. We setect certain lines of Suits from Tail-
oring Houses that are specialists in Young Meal's
Clothes—whose styles are patterned after what one sees
on the College Campus—dashingly daring but not too
extreme.
$12.50 or $15 up to $20 or $25
But Reserve Your Opinion Until You See the Suits
Our Suits are eithrr newer, or better or there's
something about them that makes them more desirable
than the suits sold elsewhere.
So the Young Men Say—and Young Men know.
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"You'll be safer In my rare than in "Oh, my lud!" she cried with a
"While the budget represents the his," she said, with warning in her 
chttekle. "Oh, my ludl how very green
tone. you are, my boy. Oh ho! ho ho!" And
amount that is to be collected in the
Yes, yes, I know I am safe here, then she laughed an inward, Self-con-
form of taxation, it by no means' "
but how is it with my friend if I leave smiting laugh that called up any-thing
him here? We 'came together and
, we'll go together."
I The crone nodded witha laugh that
1
 ended in a snarl__ __
"If the gang knew he was here there
would be more fun than you saw the
•other night." .
"Don't worry about me, Mr. Wilton,"






Just any day now may be
one of those cold, bleak,
piercing days when a good,
heavy overcoat would be a
welcome article, so don't put
off getting one -until the day
arrives.
We are showing some extra
good valve in overcoats at
every-prim from $le to $45.
$11 buys an unusually
good, heavy, stylish- coat; $20
of course a better one, and at
$25 we are showing $4tIle
beautiful patterns In browns,
blacks and 'talky patterns.
$30 to ;10 buys a coat that





but the feeling of sympathetic mirth.
"I'm glad it amuses you," I said
with injured dignity.
"Oh, my liver! Don't you see it
eet? Don't Yeleime
into the next house back and went
through on to the other street?" Anti
she relapsed into her state of silent
merriment.
I felt foolish enough as the truth
flashed over me. I had lost my sense
of direction In the strange house, and
had been deceived- by the resemblance
of the ground plan of the two build-
ings.
"But what about the plot?" I asked.
"I got your note. It's very interesting.
W'hat about it?"
"What plot?"
"Why, I don't know. The one you
wrote me about."
Mother Berton bent forward and
searched my face with her keen
glance.
"Oh," he said at last. "the one' I
wrote you abmit. I'd forgotten it."
This was disheartening. How could
I depend on 'one whose memory was
thus capricious?
"Yes," said I gloomily; "I supposed
you might know something about it"
Osteopathy's Recommendations.
More and more each day Ost vet-
pathe- is miming Into its own, as its
nee its be-fume better loion-n, and
nowhere is this better es-Wei-wed that.
here In Paduach.
In beelike's you are told that tre
article that has merit repeats,—that
is, is demanded over and over again.
Osteopatary (*retie:7c contaios this ele-
ment of success,--it repeats over and
over agailn. The people who have
tried it appreciate it and resort to it
when they again need it, and, what
is as encouraging, have no hesdtaney
in recommending R to thee* friends
I number among my present and
former patrons some of the beet peoa
pie of Padurale and tan !leer you at
any time to suey of them as to the
virtues of my treatmesit,
eaterettr bowel tremble*, tandatgo, gen-
in any of Its forme, rheumatism, neu-
ralgia, chronic headaches, lever, Mom-
If you are sufferleg of nervousness
]
"Show me tile net, she said sharp-
ly.
I fumbled through any pockets until
I found it. Mother Borten clutched it,
held it up to the candle, and studied
it fir two or three minutes.
"Where did you get it?"
I described the circumstances in
which it had come into my possession,
and repeated the essentials of Coe
eon's story. Mother Borton's sharp,
evil face wasOmpassive during my re-
cital. When it was done she mut-
tered:
"Gimme a fool for luck." -Then she
appeared to consider for a minute or
more.
"Well?" said I Inquiringly.
"Well, honey, you're having a run
of the cards," she said at last. "Be-
tween having the message trusted to
S fool boy, and having a cop for your
friend, an' maybe geeing this note be-
fore you're expected to, you're setting
here genteel-like having agreeable
conversation along with eene, instead
of Ming in company you mightn't like
so well—or maybe floating out toward
Fort Point."
"So you didn't write?" I said coolly.
"I had an idea of the kind. That's
why my friend Corson is smoking his
pipe down stairs."
Mother Berton gave me a pleased
look and nodded.,_ I hoped I had made
her regret the cruel insinuation in her
application of the proverb to me as
the favorite of fortune.
"I see," I said. "I was to be way-
laid on the road here and killed."
ried off more likely  ele,4on3.--,
say as it_wouldn't end in Minn' ye.
lifile-eou see, you'd be of mighty small
use. [elfin' tales if yeiutewatt dead;
but you might be got to talk if they
had ye in a quiet place."
"Good reasoning. But Henry Wil-
ton was killed."
• It. 04 eoutinued in neat issite.,
iiret1 debility or any of She kindred
aliments. let the cooler with you and
tell you frankly just ',bee I own do
foe you. DR. a. 5. FRPAGN.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every dose mAges you teelhetter. Lan- Poe
keeps year whole insides right. Sold on the
money' back plan evervwn ere. Price 1,1) cents.
"I had rather be a beggar in a garret with
plenty of books than a king who did not love
reading."---Macaulay.
It is our business to furnish good books to discriminating
buyers, and we are now offering the largest and best selected
stock of miscellaneous books in Paducah at the lowest prices
ever made.
Think of all the great popular copy-rights at 4Se. All the
ffil 50 copy-rights, newest and best, at $1.20.
D. E. WILSON THE BOOK ANDMUSIC MAP,
At Harbour's Department Store.
ihe free tee; 1.0 e, hunevii v
le,400,000 years old.
Incidental to the unfo'ding of par-
Heelers cracernieg the man of the
future. Dr. Cole made the following
assert Imo :
"President Roosevelt is a special
reineertutfon of a soul which has
tiny of reincarna-
, anel has been re-
- a special diepen-
saltine of Providence to help guide
lemranity in a crucial period. e
Mayor Busse In lir. Cokets judg-
 1-S tt • U ATtt:7-
t! On 3 sine-e the beeinning of a man's
life on earth. Aa there is a period
cemtt 1,500 years between! site-
reeling relectentatioxo. the age of the
Mayor's intangible personeekty may
Is' figured by the mathemiliciare The
Mayor was chosen merely to Illustrate;
concrete form the position of a
',eel of tnediocre experience.
The fall of the angels from heaven,,
e=ieeorded in the bible was realilythel
time when soul's were first in'troduce'd
nto earthly bodies. No more new
emits were atloweil to possess physi-
cal -bodies after that date 18,600,000
years it the past. After that it was
a eciries of relnearnations of old soule.
.1 child may be older than Its fa-
ther, for its fse411 may. 'have exeier-
lenced its first incarnation long before
that of the father.
The new sixth root rare, which is
to follow the presene-leoot race—
dtsti net f corn the Chicago type', which
IC only a sub-rare--w11.1 be a tribe of
Metes, their bodies Tormed of ethereal
matter, and posseesing two new




"The eixth sub-race of the fifth
root race already has its faint begin-
nings," said -Dr. Cole. "Between the
appeerance of every two root races
there Is a world ratalysm, anti be-
tween every two sue-rarest there is a
iminor one. I believe that the San
Francisco earthquake, the eruption of
Mount Pelee, and the recent disturb-
anieee of Vesuvius marked the dawn
of a new sub-rare, which, logically,
has its foundation on American soil,
anti in, my opinion-, its nucleus is in
(7h1e.a.go.
"Remember, no line of distinct de-
marcation may be seen, for the ilrea-
mit race of men will gradually and
almost ineperelptible Merge into the
slew,
"There Will be Intuitive wart-twelve-
town the two -racew whk.h will be
' lir. (We h-ate divided the evolution evidenree hey ygreat reform move-
lof humanity Into seven, "root eittelhe'intente -te the future. The new people
e** *
Evolution of Humanity.
-2 ,200 0'00 0 0 * **
Clikage as the breeding place for
a new and vastly superior 'race of
mew taller, more-refined in featteres
rind- with a mentality on a higher
plane—this was the Picture portrayed
today by Dr. A:fred. L. Cole, medical
dieeetcrr of the Ct. A. R., of the State
of Illinois, who hap molded a theory
of evolution positively dizzy in its
daring deductions. This new race of
meit is already Or the making Its Chi-
('ago. its having been announced by
the San- Francisco earthqtrake, the
eruption' of Mount Peke, and recent
ertipticuis of Mount Vesuvius, ac-
cording to Dr. Cole.
The physicians gave the first inkl-
ing of his reneatkable h yoort heste yes-
teed a y in -an addrees before the Pro-
greseire Health CIttb in the Masonic
Temple, He elaborated on it todas
,n pryoterbnIc manner, predicting
that the present Chicago, denounced
as uncouth and conglomerate, woule
orate day lead the planet in every-
thing intellectual and artistic. He
explained . that this was bec-ause of
the in tertnarryying of al 1 traces that
sto!trg me here 'Wind Willies:ion in
other Ways, conduetiVe to the ftIrmitt-
tion of a tie*. "emb-raete"
compileted its
tieier on this cart
placed on earth b
to that Chicago sub-
516 Bronde i p,eeere). Xileme ,el eh of what has token, b-r' who WI ' inhebit C'hiengo' and the rest,
rim./ 0-6•6•4*---11..4 rig...4 114°7. ' ", tie says, are In the fifth sub-racs of world will be immeasurabtyl
superior to WS. joil inteilec-
:welly and ispiritualie."
Thus Dr. Cole thrust out his beacon
of hope to ,ptiessintiets and laid bare
the means by which Chicago will lead
the world as a crimeless. police less,
smokeless and noiselme city. EveC.
more bright is the outlook for the
sixth root -race, which is to fellow, for
that populace of ethereal giants will
by their, senses of eleireoyance ano
elairauclienice be able to wee sound
waves and to .hear the vibrations of
light.--Chicago News.
'The average audience amusee the










Does all kinds of pilling
041)0
'We have the men who know
how to do your work just as
it should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing—probably we can save.
you some looney. We know
we can give you satisfactory








dellantruily enthusiaatic talk yearter-









-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Gilbert. osteopath, 4001/4
Broadway. Phone 196.
-We have just received another
lot of those beautiful White Wax De-
signs. Brunson's, 629 Broadway.
---We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
Is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages; for special
occasions on short not ee; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Ttansfer Co.
-Forms for real estate agents for











Special display on third floor before the rush
Beason. A truly attractive display of inex-





Miss Weahteurn and Mr. NMI-lien to
Marry November 27.
Mrs. Eva J. aVasliburn armounces
'the engagemeet and approaching
marriage of her daughter, Mats Etta
Carle Washburn, to Mr. Silas E.
Mitehell. The wedding will take
plat* on Wednesday morning at h
o'clock at the home of the bride, 1925
Madison street. The 'leev. G. W.
Ranks, of the Trimble Street Metho-
dist chinch will perform the cere-
mony. The could.. will leave !mite-
diately after for Chicago, Milwaukee
and other points in the northwest,
to the Daily and will be at home at Ilea Madison
Sun who wish the delivery of their street on their return.
papers stopped must notify .our col-1 Miss Washburn is a preey and se-
lectors or make the requests direct tractive young girl, and is more than
to The Sun office. No attention will usually taaentea. She has made a
be paid to such orders when given circle of warm friends during her rite
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co. 'itience in Paducah. She is the sister
-Miss ?Rabe Mohan,- rtamtst antir-n9 -Doctors-W. /I: Mar X.-1T. 'Wash,
accompanist, has now her studio in barfr. and the family is prominent in
the American German National bank Milwaukee, where they lived bcfore
building, second floor, where she coining to Paducah.
would be p'eased, to see all her Mr. Mitchell is a well known and
friends and patrces. popular young man In Pachieale He
-Mr. II. C. Hollins has left the Is the man of Mr. and Mrs. Silas Mitch
city for a few months, and I have ay- ell, of 1111 Madison street. He is
quired an interest in his business and proprietor of the bicycle and gasoline
shall look after it for him. Any in- engine •wOrals on South Third street,
formation with reference to any and is a young man of force and in.-
branch of it *ill receive prompt at- tegrity, standing well in this cone-
tendon if you will call up Tie Sun mundty, where he has lived since a
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Paz- boy.
ton. ,
-place your orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
showing as. gat an assortment as
,you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
-Bulbs, Bulbs. all kinds. Special
levecinth bulbs, per doren 26e. M. J.
Yopp Seed Co., Second street. Old
phone 242.
-Skates; for the rink, paairs Neel
roller and baillbearing roller. are'
size, reasonable prieee, at R. D.
Clements * Co.
-For numbering mash flee. band
deters. rubber type and etettils of all
Meets, call ore The Diamond Stamp
Works. 115 South niece Phones 365.
--The Ladies' Mite society of the
First Baptist church will meet Fri-
day afternoon at ? oalicrek with Met.
J. R Coburn, 414 Waehington street.
-Will firooks. a negro, was ar-
reet4.tetry-ltereert Kith ..nosil
Tolbert this afternoon for stealing
coat Brooks claimed that he got
the coal to exchange for something to
eat.
M , Mums.
We are now cutting the finest
chrysanthemums ever grown .in Pa-
ducah. We have them at all prices.




it an excellent remedy for
couglis, colds, hoarseness and
all congestion of the lungs
and air passages.
It is made especially for
Children,
being very pleasant in taste




filth and ,iroldway. Opp. Palmer Neese.
A Popeorna.Startal.
Miss Georgia Husbande. of Tyler,
entertained with a popeern social lust
night iu,honer of Miss Maude L3 on.
famsonia. Ameng thase present
were: Mr. and Mrs. Star fancy. Mr.
and Mrs. William Sante. Mr. and
Mrs. Jos Philley: Misses Role Lane.
Nora Dick, ma Lane, Helens Smith.
Lena Smith, Flossie Pepper, Nellie
:aileron. of Lone Oak; Farrente John-
sou. of Sharpe; Mtwara. Herman Lane,
11. R. Rey, John- S44t*.e, Arthur
aileron. Itoy Rethwell. of Sharpe. Re-
freshments were served.
Costume Social Tonight.
The Christian Endeavor society of
the Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian
church will give a costume social this
evening at the church. Everybody
cordially invited, and all who can
will please conic in costume. No ad-
anekeegede
leaetern Star Reception.
The lodge room in the Fraternits
building' was filled with members and
friends of tire -Order of Eaaeern Star
last evening to participate In a re-
ception given by the lodge in home
of two of its members, 'who were
dertel to offices during the recent
grand Image meeting at Louisville:
Mrs, Harry 0. Johnston, worthy
grand 'Matron of the state, and, Mat
.anna C. 'Wright. grand 'chapattis. The
II was' beaut4fully decorated with
Teems and fern d s. the colors re and i
green_ _ predominai ing. Meectarner.
Johnston atpl Wright were pleasantly'
surprised ntttr handeorne ttouvenirl
eream ladles. The presentation speech
was gracefully made by Mr. E. W.
\Vhatemore. Punch was served
the red room, where ji T. 0
Walker, Miss E. Belle Ford and. Miss.
Esther Boyd preelded. Mrs. I. 0.1
Walker presented the guess of hono
with beautiful bouquets ot Antericala
beauty roses.
This social feature was followed lee
business meeting for members only
oerees being conferred on six rai•-
alates. Speeches were made by flex
of the members. After the blia
ess as-salon delicious refrerahment,
-re served in the banquet hall.
Paducah Forestry Aseociation a Live
Organleation.
The Paducah Forestry association
met Wednesday afternoon at 4 o'clock
In the Woman's club hostas.. There
was a representative attendance .of
the members and the meeting was
full of interest. A most comprehen-
sive line of work'was outlined'. The
constitution was read and adopted
with two minor ebangea. The two
remaining offices were filled, Captaiu
Harrison Watts heing elected vi.
president and Mr. Emmett te, Balch,
treasurer. Mr. John el. Bleecker was
Inside president and Wise Milne Mor-
ton Inscretary at the organization
meeting.. •
The object of the association'
"the prOmotion of interest in toreet
and its allied subjects." The mem






styles" is simply a name
applied to fashions that
are rather exaggerated,
for young men.
We have these suits
that show pecularity in
cut and make
Trousers full with a
large turn-up.




any and all persons, approved of by
:he executive board, in, and around
Paducah or western Kentucky., Vito
are willing to promote the interstate
of forestry, upon amine:gem to the
secretary. The annual dues are 50
cents, payable in advance to the
treasurer. It was decided to hold the
limit for the chartlisr members open
until January 1.
The following working cnrometees
will carry on the ace), work of the
association:
Alumni association of the P. H. S.
--Mrs. lial Corbett, Miss Niehaus.
Miss Mettle Fowler.
American Forestry association
Membership-Mr. Joseph L. Fried
man, chairman.
Bird Proteetion and Study-Mrs.
Vit tor Voris. c Merman.
Boatd of Public Works-Mr. Jas.
E. Wilhelm. bairman,
commercial Club of Paducah-
Mr. Saunders A. Fowler, chairnianr.
D. A. R. (lhapter-Dr. Delia Cald-
well, chairman.
Legislature - Mr. , Charles K.
ellfaTrinliti:---




Park Corumarsion--Dr. D. C. Mur-
MI, chairman.
Publicity--Miss Ora Leigh. Mr. B.
.1. Paxton', Mr. Robert Wilhelm.
fithoole--Saperintendent J. S. Cur-
nasey, chairman.
U. 0. C. Chapter-Mrs. James Ko-
per, chairman.
Woman's Club--,Civies department.
-Mrs. Edmund M. Post, chairman.
Overhead Lines-Mettars. W. 1..
Mai-hereon .A. L. Joynes. H. I, Jef-
fery, J. 0. Koebler.
The members so far listed , are:
Prof. J. A. Corneae., Dr. Delta Cald-
well, Mesdames R. B. Phi:lips. E. G.
Boone, Hal S. Corbett, Hubbard S.
Wells, Jetnes Koger, Edmund M. Post
LOuls M. Rieke, Victor Voris, Ames
A. Rudy. W. W. Powell; Misses Em-
ma Niehaus, Mettle Fowler. Adine
Morton, Mamie Baynharn. Ora Leigh:
Franeee Gould; Capt. Harrison Watts
Dr. D. G. Murreli, Dr. J. Q. Taylor.
Messrs. John S. Dleecker. Saunders A.
Fowler, A. L. Joynes. H. J. Jeffery, E.
J. Paxton, J. L. Friedman, J. Fe Wit
helm, I. D. Wilcox. J. J. Berry, 0.
1.. Gregory. Robert Wilhelm, Charles
K. Wheeler, W. L. McPherson, J. 0.
Keebler. Judge E. W. Beghy-.
Mrs. Victor Voris, chairman of
Protection and
!wit& people interested iu this special
branch.
'rho stsseciation will r.-cai it:u h
Impetus's (roan the lecture of Or. Thots.
Elmer Will, Of Washington,. D. C., in al 
COURTS  r
It is city on November 29. The liset-
are wil be entirely free and the pub-
Ic is invited to hear IL Dr. Will is
a specialist in, his line and a man of
natiolial reputation.
---
Merriest Tonight in Wisconsin.
The manage of Mr. W:11 'i\'-lb, of
this city, to Mies Katherine Eva Mae
Alester, of Mannette. WisConsiu,
takes place at o'clock thia evening
at the Pioneer Presbyterian church
of Mannette. An organ recital will
precede the ceremony at 7:3', o'clock.
A reception at the home of the bridaa
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Donaal .1. alai-
Alister. 15'07 Newbury avdnde,
lollow the ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. Webb will go on :tut
extended southern bridal Ire's\ and
e ill be at home at the Palmer house,
Paducah, after January 1.
Mrs. Robert Becker Phillips and
Niles Anna Webb, sisters of ea \\*ebb
are in attendance at the w, (Lena.
Open Meeting Of Woman's Chili.
The Wourates club meets in regu-
lar session this afeernoon at iite
trator
building. The businees nie ling was
anti
at 2 o'clock.
The open fleeting from I to a
o'clock is under the atismiaa of th.•
Philaethropy delpartrutait. P. is a
"Social Tea'' for the benefit or the
Charity club. An attract,:' musical
program will be feature! and light
refreahtuenta will be serial. There
will be a free-will donatien taken at
the door. Home-mad.' candy will be
sold for the charity fume The Mete.
is attractively decorated for °C-
C:181011.
4i y yIN fii 
In Circuit Come
Th e equity docket of the Mc-
Cracken. circuit court was willed over
by Judge Read thls morning and the
eases that Me readyy set for trial. .4
great many preliminary motions were
heard and orders of a minor nature,
made. No sessions of the court have
been held during the week on ac-
count of the lawyers being interested
in cases on the federal docket.
Marriage Litense„
Colonel Elliott and Lizzie Miller.
Iketis 1:110111.
t:
Mode Smith to E. W. Whittemore, 0
lot at junction of H k v i I le road I •
and Wallace park. $600.
Mae Carrie B. Mahoney to Mrs.k
Millie Meiton„ land in county, $67Falia
G. T. McDowell to A. H. Powell.





Are the goods to buy, as they stay
good so very long, which brings the
first price down, and they always
look nice during service.
l? Hours of Your Life
29'375
Afier1104111 Tea.
The Miaaie Rieke ac, I 'L.
th afterneon with a 't"
hone,. ees Kentueity ae•t.e. , feel'
3 to 5 o'clock.
Athlete,- Reard of Waimea,
t'oattplimented.
Mrs. Leuter Riker, president of,
the Federation of Woman's chile; of 
wirepaa Telegraphy.
Kentticen_bas paid jarcarelona cora. t Tip- firm dtdnonstralion was given 
pliment to the Advisory Board of the hist night at lest Men's hall before
Padueah Woman's club. She seat a an of wire!'"
ccery of the federation year book to:ialaglaldia. Besid,s the sending of
the Advisory Board with the fealow- messages, there was shown the nra
ny
Mg graceful note: !ether uaoa wireleas tel, graphy has
"Ti) those federated nien of Ken- I
,. en adopted for: such as operating'
lucky who are showing staKentnekaithe railway semaphore. tha fog siren,
what their . woievere ran eta-wept:eh eiectrie lights and fire alarms weh-
with 'A Power Behind.' th„!ont sires, which scented my
stifying
compliments of Francea Simree to toms present, but a
fter it was ex
Riker, president of Kentucka redera_11,1a.nod
 they readily grasped how
tion of Woman's cattle." IsimPle it was, The lecturer ex-
ykaavntimaying it wits t he tollowtag.plainsal the theory of wireless teleg-
clipping eon' a Frank f, :'t Ky., raahy by the use of liertzian waves,
paper: in other words a med
ium in space
"The men of Padueith have j„,at called elhor. whieh tan he agitated
helped the women erect a handsome by a very high preseure
 of electricity,
new house.. The 'Woman's chili mid allows the 
telegraph', ,Igna1s to
agk the men of Frankfort to give
 travel th gh space ataaa than
the advantage overgenerously to the Tbrary and that ligh t, showing
eVEII-V woman do her utmost to Mahe the 
tiresPnt means of la -I.-graph k.
it a great succesa." 
communication. Tonight anothe
demonstration will be gheti.
Saturday and Monalay I.VI•nin
the lied Mell'S hall. This
triists.q1 by thoso wish'
themeelvea of an opts







L. F. Huge qualified as admiiiis-




A trio of visitors from Paducah.
Ky.. who sill arrive the first of next
week and who will be much enter
tained In NatZhville, are Mrs, Robert
Phillips. Mrs. Campbell Flournoy anff
Miss Anna Webb. Mrs. Phillips and
Mrs. Flournoy will be the guests of
Mrs. F. 0. Watts next week and af-
ter November 30- Mrs. Phillips will
be the guest of Mrs. John Arnold
Bell, before a visit to Mrs. Hamilton
Parks, Mrs. Walker Edwards w
entertain for Mrs. Phillips d"









Jaen In plain Ian-
will be understood. It
rth a visit. Admission is
-It would take a lama time to
personally oak a 0 sand people to
ng look at Oukt properly you have for
sale-and alit cut ten of them %% mild0.
r (-amity with your
honor at that time, whit other corn-
plimeptary attains are wising planned.
on November 26 a. Watts gives-a
bridge party fit Irs. Flournoy and
Mee Phil-lime
Miss Au Webb will visit her res-
ter. Mr Hamilton Parks, who will
enter n for her and Mrs. Phillips
du •g their visit. Mrs. Phillips and
Webb are. now in Marinette.SS
Wis., to attend the marriage, a
morrow even4ng, of their broth'1
Mr. William Webb. and Miss Katherd
line Eva Mae 'Ulster, daughter of Mr.;
a and Mrs. Donald Mae Alleter. The!
!wedding will be at 8 o'clock in the,
levening, at the Pioneer Preebyterian!
'church, and will b.e followed by a,
reception at the Mac Alister hois
Newberry avenue. Mr. Ra•bb am!
aride may also come to Nashville for!
a visit before going to their future
home In Padivah.-Nlialiville Ban-
ner.
I Miss; Blanche Illits left this liter-
noon for Jaokson. Tenn, to visit for
l
a few days. She will return Monday.
Miss Mary Lou Roberts, of Jackson,
will accompany her and be her guest.
Mr. Will Brenner, .of the 0. T.
'Gregory Vinegar 
works, returned th
morning from Atlanta. Ga.. where li•
went to accompany Mrs. Brenner ta
Padneah.
Mrs. Lucy Copetnan, of Lapeer
Mien., is visiting Mm's. W. J. Hills, a
eorth Ninth street.
Mrs. J. J. Lana, of Tyler, went
NeW Mexico yesterday to spends ti-
a inter.
Mr. W. B. Hamilton, of Louisville,
'a. In tffe city.
Mr. Retard McGregor. of Mayfield.
ia in the city.
Miss Elqie Malone Is quite ill at
her home, 11.09 Clay street.
rri. Run want its. tar results.
All the patent medicines and
toi!et articles advert;sed in this




intidifity lie lain, you may invite a
whole eityful-and all elup
In any event, be interested. eel






want to pay a little more
for clothes this fall; and
that you must have a
Roxboro. Then come
to us.
We'll show yott.' how
the all-Arool quality of
aese garments, the fine
tailoring, the fit and
style, make. them the
cheapest clothes for you
to buy. The more you
pay for Roxboro clothes







Suitable, for faintly :131 Broad-
way.
FOR" ReNT- One six-room cot--
sage, 502 North Seventh. All mod-
ern -conveniences. Phone- tee.
FOUND- Areitia at poetoMete
Call \Nettie Brown, deputy 1,1. 8. Matti
shill, and describe property,
214 North Seventh street.
FURNISHED rooms with or with-
out boael. Modern con yen ion ces.
101 Smith Fourth.
WANTED-To rent house or cot-
tage by permanent tenant. Address
I'. G. M., care Sun.
FOR RENT-Nine room bra':
Immo, 714 South Third street. Apply
next door.
THE Perfection Oil Heater tied
Ray° Lamps advertised in this paper
are sold only by Noah's Ark. -
GOOD PRICE paid for -furnarre
and slaTives at Williams & Peal. 205
South:Third street. New phone 901-a.
IR) veld have a pale of pante_ matfis
lu order for $7.1aa. Goods guaran-
teed. Solomon. Tailor, 113 Soff-th
Th i r.1 street.
DON'T FORGET tile Hole-in-the-
Wa711, llIte South Third etireet. for
,ti1e-con7carne, tamales and 'sand-
waters of all kinds,
CIGAR 'talesman wanted-Exirer-
ienee unnecessary, $10,0 per month
and expenses. Peerless Cigar Co..
Toledo, Ohio.
COOK WANTED-- Good wages
paid to a competent woman. Apply P111,1k Sale,
at rime, 1ee9 Jeffereon The sale of J. C. Sheron which was
FOR SALE --A- 
to have taken place November e0,
- ge-ed mare. cheap. 
wiP1 be held Monday. Noveniber 25.
at my farm . 3 nillee from Marone
on the Paducah and Hirskleville road.
J. C. SHERON
"floes the razor hurt, ale" in-
quired the barber, anxiously. "Can't
say," replied the victim, testily., "but
my face does."-Hsrper's Weekly.
THE AVALON PATTERN
is more than triple
last a lifetime,
in the next twenty-
five years will be
spent at the table.
COMMUNITY
SILVER,
will do much to
make those thous-
ands of hours happy
by mak ingthat table
attractive. This
more than triple-
plated ware has the
style and appear-
ance of the best
Sterling. It is ar-
tisticandyet simple,
plated, and each piece will
FIART'S the place to buy good
goods at the right price.




I WANTE.1)--1-tosition a -1-rk 1.rrro-t ry store, I)e.trs•
at. 'MOTHER'S 500 HING BALM fa:
r chapped anti r skin, made by
Mrs. Ilawkin is for sale at Stutz'a
andv sto
ceubsribera inserting want ads in -- 1"1"
The Sun aill kindly remember that f )17"
all such items an- to be paid for
ellen the so, is inserted, the rule ap-
plying one without exc
thou. 
_
FOR KINDLING wood ri Z361.
MITCHELLe for high- ade We-Y-
e:es, 326-328 South T rd street.
w xNTED--- F tW,t h tows. C.
M. Black, Phe
WANTED COlOrI.11 41I0. Paducah
Distil-lees Co.. las- South Third St
FO SALE or rent, laundry vote-
r'. Ring old phone 4:16-r.
FOR SALE--Cheap. gasoline boat,
Gray engine. Address A. K., Sun.
FOR beetles :gee stoyeiyOed-- ring
437 F. Levin.
FOR DR old phone
2361.
icooNIS tor MIN. Old t.•tit.:Ion.et
911.
1'011 Five. room -cottage.
1,7 North Fifteenth.
FOR SA -Furniture, IS Far-
:•-y St Mechaniceburg,
PIANOS Tuned and repaired.
Frank laan. old phone 57-a or 113-r.
l'Oli SALE----Roll top desk with
(-hair. Apply at this office.
AST E ra - Aaaectirple-a- -ro, an and
hoard. a la Sit: Ii Fourth.
WANTEla nurse girl. Appla
la 19 Kentucky accrue.
-1.ally's gold watch with
ear tie‘t•:::ti anti Kentucky ave..
• Finder please return to this
office arid re,...iie reward.
FOR RENT-Nice home In coas-
try, two miles from city. Good past.
ure. Apply Chas, Bichon, 389-2,
old phone.
l'OR RENT-Four room flat with
bath, front and back porches, halls,
etc., wpFtaIrs, No. 1440 Broadway.
I. D. Sanders.
WILL the part) please return new
blavk Stetston hat No, 7 la taken by
mistake at the lubiaa- Theado) night"-
Chas. 1,, Adams, Friedman. Keller a
CO.
FIVE DOLLARS reward will bre
paid at Harbour's store or the re-
turn of brown silk waist with lace
trimming_whiet was misplaced Octa-
l:et. 29,
BOOKKEEPER WANTED I 'ii-..-)
-Salery ;75 to start. Gradnata
Central Business College preferred,
Address. own handwriting. M. care
Sun. 
CLEANING aND PRESSING teat-
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Work called for and delivered. 00-1
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, Soutt
street,- near Broadway. Phone
Va A NT Fit Colorctl W11111811 er f nIl
green colored Lriti to do washing and
ironing; also colored men for janior
WANTED- Bean:era alid roomers. work. Ma) be Irian and wife it
\play 12111 Eanterky aereettrea- - are_ tux atild-rete- A434.4-- --to
- Charity (Int, °Moe, :: 11; Kentucky
\a-ANTED Position as house girl
in private family. Call or write M., 
as (mile.
F. P.. .7.05 North Eighth street. I WANTED-For U. S
. army: Able-
YOUNG lady steno:telpher
- 'bodied unmarried men between Agee
with
of 21 and -35: citiaens of the Un'aal
two years' experienee wiehes pooition
Adareas G. care Sun.
011ICK residenee for rent, rein
!States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak. read
and write English. Men wanted now
Madison. Apply to Rev. W. E. Cave, jot service in Cuba. For information
:apply to Recrutine Officer, New Rea-
mend House. Paducah. Ky.
young -Men %Vitiated fee Nava.
A navy recruiting party will vaat
this city Novena-Tier 11th to November
29th, 1907, when exathination will
be made for all ratite:a Good pear
at the start, and an opportunity to"
advancement. Age limit for n.ta
with a trade. 21 to 35. Boys 17 to
25. Food. lodging. tneeical atter-d-
ance and $6'.1 outfit of clothing free.
Apply basement Poet office Rteld.ng,
Paducah, Kentucky
In Police Court.
Richard yeltana and Genres. Jones,
young white men were held to
answer to the grand jury by Judge
Cross this morning on a cifarge of
makcions cutting, and ball was fixed
at Brio each. 'use young men en-
gaged in a fight two weeks ago and
both received knife wounds about the
face and body.
Eti Mann, charged with 'being a
fugitive from justify. was ordered




grl AbroarEVE.141 f FAT--
`Give Us a Share of
Your
INSURANCE==r
E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS
1
Phone 35. Phone 765.




(nitro  .18.6 0.0 et'd
Chat tanooga ret.
Cincinnati  12.8 1.0 fall
Evansville  13.0 0.8
Florence e  2 0.0
Johnsonville  0.4 0.8
Louisville  5.9 11.3
Mt. Carmel  2.6 0.1
Nnehvilin   10.5 11.5
Pittsbueg  6. t 0-3
St. Louis  6.0 11,2
Mt. Vernon  14.5 1.5
Paducah  .1:;.; 0.3
emsemee et
party. It Wag used during thee etell
war for coaling gunboats. The barge
ls still being used In the coal bust-
le-et
Sixty tbauiand e•-et of lumber was
brought in by the Clyde on its last
trip. -
The river fell .1, stage 13.3. Rain-
fall 11.5.
Official Forecasts,.
fall The Ohio at 'EvanSville and Mt.
at'd Vernon will continue failing during
fall the uext 94 hours. At Paducah and




. the mouth will centinaerise .
mg the rev 24 hours.fall
from Chesterf tit
above Cairo will rise elightly during
the next 24 hours,
The Kentucky will arrive tonight
from the'Tenneenee.
The ('ale' Girardeau It: expected in
from St. Louis to KO into winter
quarter. I). M. Street is pilot.
The Fulton will be In from the Ttffi
eeneee. ionteht.
The Hiatt Is due in from Caiey-
%We toniebt.
The towboat Reaper will take th.-
Culteres ioe of oat for this twit!
ilowu Ow reel- to Meinehis and
Vieksburte
Th. Jim Duff) is in teem the oleo
today.
the .1qhn S. Hopkine or the
„Iaiazalazze-wi-14-4).--4w
ville.
The Chancey Lamb is in from Ole
Ten nee.
The Turner is due in today Dein
the Tennessee with a tow of ties.
The I. N. Hook will leave late Fri-
day or Saturday morning for the
Tenneseee river, after having been
ne for repairs several weeks.
The Saline) is expected in tomor-
row from SA. Louis.
Cate. Will Canipb.•11 w;11 take the
towboat DeKoven to Memphis with a
barge of lumber.
The Dick Fowler and the I. N.
Hook both went hard aground last
night due to the fall in theetier.
The iReaper pulled them off this
morning.
Tile oldest hare,- en the river es
the next 24 hours.




i'riti.lont Wuhan& - My dour air. we
v1:•ty.lieg near a tunnel. Will I me
that-
"ea.1 reee. tease. Yoe eerie;
better net liep••. alieneendurfer Mat-
ter.
Flo:metal Profits.
"Some of these finaneiel prophets
of good cheer," said -Thomas W
Lawson. "remind me of the nein who
dropped a nickel in a blind beggar's
hat and exalaimed in a benevolent
voice: 'There, my poor fellow, is a
quarter for you.' 'Why on earth,'
said the man's companion, 'did you
give him a nickel and ear. it was a
tentrter?"Ohe was the reply, 'I
to cheer him "
OWL 
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
 InCoreo 13
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
132.124 N. Fourth fet. Phones 787
THANKSGIVING
AND ARBOR DAY PROGRAMS FOR
CITY SCHOOLS.
First Three Days of Nett Week Will
lie Give. Over to Appropriate
Exercises.
Thanksgiving will be observed with
elaborate and appropriate programs
at the different schools or the city
and at several of the buildings
Thanksgiving and Arbor Day will be
observed together, and besides from
the exercises in the different rooms
trees will be planted by the pupils.
As many of the principals as pos-
sible of the different schools will ar-
range to have tbeirexereises on dif-
ferent days that Superintendent Oar-
nagey and the members of tbe school
board may attend.
The decorations for the buildings
have been prepared by the teachers
and pupils, the work of the kinder-
garten and primary pupils liking feat-
ured in the arrangement.
Miss Emma Morgan., principal of the
McKinley sahool, has arranged to
have the Thanksgiving and Arbor
eay exercises Monday. The Frank-
lin school will observe Wednesdne,
while tomotrow an Arbor Day pro-
gram will ne given at the Jefferson
school. The exercises will begin in
the afternoon and the pupils and pat-
rons of the sehool are especially in-
vited. Tres are perennial flowere
will be planted on the lawn anti ap-
propriate programs carried out in
the auditorium. Jackson's band has
been engaged to make music for the
occasion.
Today at the Garfield building a
"Rook Shower" will be given. The
affair is for the purpose of adding
'emirs to the library, every person
calling at the school belug requested
to bring a book.
The schools will all illemiss Wed)-
neaday evening for the Thanksgiving
holidays, no sessions being held un-
til Monday. Besides being the usual
custom to dillInis.s from Wednesday
ititturdeyeerfreerrrenttng- -Tyr the
Finn District Educational association
begins at Mayfield Friday and a large
number of the Paducah teachers will
attend. Superintendent Carnagey,
Professor Sugg and a number of oth-
ers being on the program.
The peninent for the graduating
class of the High school has arrived
and will be given its place on the flag
state totery. It is a beautiful hanrer
of royal bane, the letters being in
white. The pennant Is four by
twelve feet.
Mire Reef. Flournoy, one of ti
teachers at the Franklin school,
off duty on account of the illness of
a relative,
PHOTO IS THE LATEST JAG CURE
Pollee Take Pictures of Inebriates to
elaki• Them eeliamed.
Denver, Nov. 21.-The D••nver po-
lice hnve adopted the photograph ea
the latest Jag cure and say it is doine
wonders. Whenever an inehriate is
hrought to the station his picture is
taken. Next morreffit he is shown
how he looked the night before and
then allowed to go. His shame and
the knowledge that the police have
his lecture and will punish him se-
ver :y next time are said to do much
toe ard keeping him from imbibing
aggai n
"He has an even disrpoeition?"
'Yes; ugly all the time."-Cleveland
Plain Dealer:
A GAS HEATER
Is portable, safe and
easily operated. No
home is complete
without one. .* .* .*•
The Paducah Light & Power Co.









Satan Sanderson is thoikrus
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life-and lives-are set in
swifeexciting play-one against
the other. Incident follows inci-
dent with quick succession, and
S vivid panorama of intrigue,
mystery, love and strange adven-
turing kindles the interest to
the fusing point. e• ,
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring, picturesque
in background, faithful in char-
acterization and intensely dra-
matic,with stirring climax,Satas
Seielerson is by all odds the beat
story of the year.
by Hatlie Erminie Musa








For all the Family Circle
THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of the
home, that covers every avenue of appeal to the hoine-builder, the holt:ie.-maker and
the home-lover. All its choluebutions tenter in the home. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortaelie, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewiie.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whole-souIed. Its dorrehant
note is the note of optimism and hopefulness. Fr em cover to cover, it is pleasant,entertaining, charming and replete with valuable informati•.n.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide and its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by men and women of
authority. Marion Herland, for example, edits the depaelient of ct okery and
etiquette. Eugene Clute contributes a'great series on home furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
illustrations, the most important feature articles.
THE HOMENAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.
For Everybody in the Home
Die HONE
MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY ONE DOLLARNLYEAR
cA " SI MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARETITS-7
AMONG Thi DUARINENTS PI MACAWSN GA 
AU 
COOSIRT
gent appliCabna to be known at its bast. any
An art obi& retakes rest studious aalctill-
recipes. sceomp•med by superfor ilkustr ono,
awards oar miners to r..asseiteut variety 1d
tie stizi l ioi the home tab2e.
Harland, tke groodest Whss.
fry. eanchaota th:s department
HOVIEBOILDIPIC
Thor department esnelsotly reflects els best
trir.s and exawrie.sco cf the whale tossitry is
hn'iing onstfor table, arms* yet sthearan.
priced hisses.
INTERIOR DECORATION
Leatetrtnely helpful. with timely suggestions •1
bstense prettiest" value. Mural derior.tion,
tursiturc and the correct arrangement •f inte-
nse% on& a special visw to cosivesu411/0/ sad
emsfort.
The arenagemeat of a lzge Aron
r t ‘otionthe tA.sasad sadb d. in nn
,e1 for the oorivenknos of the beine-tthriwhetter toe home be of ties or meaty meth&
rpLTtillt OR LANDSCAPIL
GAS fidNLNG
Invaluable for those losers of nature who
erstud make their hern• groundt attrrectt,• and
besutiti Helpful t,, the awe ur darts& and
iititTtitAr4 to every one.
TIM VEGITABLI GARDLN
flesoons'Ae artests lea'ing with gardening es
S wee or city lot Whit t crow attd !tow togrow 0. Filled with good i..:ecta Illustrated.
TliR MORSE AND THE STABLII.
Illoatiated articles by acknowledged antkor•
Wes.
POULTRY AND THE KENNEL'
Prii,tica: and belpiot dtpartmen ft:1r MilliePurvis, editor of Poultry, is one of We contester,*or it
PRACI1CAL IIASHIOM
Choice destine. illustrations sad complete'descriptions carefully selected to stye subecrsh-era advance styles, practic.s1 sod cwirect.Our pattern department renders prompt sadsatisfactory service at a minimum cost.
EMMERT AND NIRDLEWORIPretty yet staple devices that torn very bunwomen can suocassfully accomplish. The yety offered suggests soz.ethang that appeals tsall isterested ni different types of needlework.
IIIIALTH AND IITGIENIThe zue'tttng of strong. well-formed, perfectlydeveloped bodies, the s aloe of exercise, bath-ing, with special 'entice es the cars el theeyes, nate, teeth and ears.
MAINLY Asourmiorts
Entertaining stories in itorsgrapha of Amer:,foin Man sad WOM1111 illustrated IOW oar-.treas.
VIEWS AND INTERVIEWSWhat tem and roman of many vocitIons arethinking, and saying, on ths gueitions of theday.
11191114,oliti.Merrill novels, the most por,sorelartheirsto-fres of America. appear as serials bepubltestion in boil form.
THR CHOICEST SHORT STORIESatertes. lo.ve sterfes anti Aerialof 1.,t.ttese ar,u adventure- clean, 'wholesome,asti.i.ing and ffel gl.tful, and Iota of them, winappear in every nionter.
THE cuicsa JAR
A mirth provoking, cheerful, lei il•-tnakieg,,exhilarating collection of vagrant bits of witand humor, both young amid





A series of articles dealing in
the most intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Canteen, Senator Knox




By the best writers in the coun-
try appear in every issue. Bright,




All the departments are fully
illustrated with photographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in Tor
HOME MAGAZINE, either in
color or black and white, are
Howard Chandler Christy, liar-
rison Fisher; A. B. Wenzel',
C. Underwood, J. C. Clay,
George Brehm, Jay Hambidge,_t
Cgt(9pzi.k.a.&zz 11 311,ft fliJ.&   IL7
.....1.••••••.1,•••••••• ••••-•..
e."
This splepdid magazine will
be given 'to The Sun readers
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost  
Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. .° .8 • • • • •
-v -
THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., com-
prises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste. .• .•




Don't sit in the cal—a touch
of a match—a steady flow of
genial warmth and in the cor-
ner that's hard to heat you'll
have real solid comfort with a
PERFECTION
Oil Heater
(F./pipped with Smokeless Device)
Just what you need to help out in
a cold snap or between seasons.
No smoke-no smell-no bother
-it's the tmokeless device that does it. As easy to -
operate and clean as a lamp. Brass font holds
4 quarts-gives intense heat for 9 hours: Finished
in nickel and japan-every heater warranted.
Thc ',fay° Lam, is the best 
k.- round lamp made.
Equipped with
latest improvx1 central draft burner. Made of brass
throughout, nickel plated. Just the light to read
by-bright and steady. Every lamp warranted.
11 your dealer doesn't carry the Perfection Oil






C. L. Van Meter, Manage 
All Kinds of Hauling. . Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phoues 499. 







Surplus   541,000
Stockholders Lability .  10o.Otto
Total security to depositors $2.'10,otss
Accounts of individuals and firms Follette& WI. appreciate
small as well as largo depositors and accord to all the same
courteous t reat meat-
Interest Paid on Time Deposits





Several desi rab 1 e offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and




As the Governnient Stamp will indi-




Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposeP, and you can
not secure anything. superior. Sold
most everywhere.
ilaglatiff=altt •
TITE PADUCAH INENING SUN
VARIOUS GRANGERS IFree
TALK ABOUT TAXES Catarrh
The farmers composing the Grange,
an organIzetion ithat has done much
IA) study Dm tied interests of the
farmer, hal leen taking a goud deal
of. interest in the subject of taxation
lately end some very perthieut ut-
tete:eve on this quAtIon have been
given out lit the melee:see of the
Masters at annual se..alons of various
Mate Gianges.
At a recent meeting of the Wash-
ington State Graege. the Master gave
eonalderable attention to thy question
of taxation. HO said, in part:
"I urge every Grange In this melte
to take up the study of taxation In
nil Its phases earnestly and seriously
during the coming year, for I feel
strongly that we farmers have hard-
ly realized the importance ef (hoe
mighty understanding the lundamentat
principles of taxi:Cum
"In considerineethe subjecteof state
taxes,- In the brief eime I have been
able to give it since my need leo
been fully aroused to its impertance,
I have come to doubt vet y much the
wisdom of our present method of as-
sessing state taxes. Section 2 of Ar-
ticle 7 of our stnte constiettien Is as
follows: "rhe legislature shall pro
vide by law a uniform and equal rate
Of assessment and taxation on all
property In the state, according to its
value in money.' (This Is the general
property tax similar to Kentucky )
"TM..above constitutional prevision
is similar to that of many of the west-
ern states and enjoins a systeiv of
taxation which has been tried in prac-
tically all the Mates of the Union. It
requires the applicetion of the genie
rules of taxation to fortes of property
totally different in character. Most of
the older states, -such as New York,
Connect:int Massactetsetts, l'esw Jer-
sey and PennssIvardt, have eonstau
tions which impose no restraint on the
power of the legialature, or very little
more restraint than that imposed by
the federal constitution. Those states
have developed systems of taxation
more In harmony with modern condi-
tions. 
"The attempt to tax all kinds or
property by the same rules, has in all
times, and In all countries, imposed
heavier burdens upon rural districts
than cities, anti in a large degree has
measured the tax to be paid by each
citizen by the amount of his con:
sumption, rather than ̀ by the oppor-
tunity he enjoys to acquire wealth
under the protection of the state.
-The plan adopted by our neigh-
bor, Oregon, Is to apportion the
state tax In proportion to the reve-
nue raised by each county. Oregon
made the mistake of not esirrying out
the principle to Its logical conelesion
The tax should be appottlimeri In pro-
portion to the entire Ivy( nue raitost
by each county, and ell the taxing die
triets within each county.
"It Is very easy to SOe that the more
highly developed and more densely
populated a county may he, the more
money it needs for local purposes in
proportion to its taxable values, and
the greater is the power to pay taxes
The tax apportioned in this manner




In most Ca9e4 axe d!rect results
to! WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
FLAMMATION OF THE BLAD-
DER. The strain on the Kid-
ne)a and inflamed membranes






Two dokese give relief, and
one box wit cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel. curet
Diabetes. Seminal EIIIISMODS,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheuma-
tism and all irregularities of the
Kidneys and Bladder In both
men and women. Sold at 50
'tents a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by MePherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mail upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
Ky. . ,
CUT THIS OUT
It is worth 75c
to you. This
coupor and 25c






Rad Breath, R'HawkIng, 'tinging
In the Ears. Deaf Hacking
Cough and Spitting Quit kly Cured.
BOTAN C BLOOD BALM
The Remedy vtlateh c ore. I 
Lurch by ktIlltat the C atarrhal
Polotta sad Purlf,lus the Blood.
LARUE SAMPLE FichIE.
Voll MI/1st mot neglect all....httrige. of
N A /WA 'El NG A 5.11.1.05A 11 % l" frogs
the Ear. Nene arid Throat.
eS In this way, hut ulcera-
tions, death and decay ot teiv.s, kills
ambition, often causes I. ei appetite,
and reaches to general ability, idiocy
and insanity. It needs attention at
once. 'Cure It by taking Botattle Blood
Rad. (B. Es, Bo is is a riwk, radical,
permanent cure becafse it rids the sys-
tem of the poison germs ,at cause
catarrh. At the same time Blood Balsa
tft. B. B.) purifies the blood. ilas away
with every symptom of .ahirrh. B. N.
B. sends a tingling 1100,1 of warm. rich,
pure blood direct to the paralyzed
nerves and parts aft,. tea by catarrhal
giving warmth ,a b.11 strength
just where it I. needed. a IA kik this way
making a perfect, lama.; cure of ca-
tarrh in all it. forms.
When we say that It. P. II. cures we
mean a real cure and this guarantee
It H. B. has cured thous.ieds of catarrh
fasen--even the most derp-scated kind
-atter every other trcatu cilt had failed
13. it does this becaii-e. it reaches the
cause of all the trollies; namely Poi-
soned and Diseased Woad. Just try B.
B. 11. for Catarrh and you will get well
surely and quickly.
11..taale Bleed Balms 40. B. B.) is
pleasant and safe to take: . outwitted of
pure Botanic Ingredients. SAMPLE
BENT FREE by writing Itiood Balm Co.,
Atlanta, Ga. BOLL UT 140'00191'S, or
sent by - express. At It PER LARGE
BOTTLE, with complete dit-ections for
home cure.
Sold An Paducah. Ky.. by R. W.
Walker & Co.. W. J. tillbert, Lang
Bros.. Alvey & List.
rural counties the burden they now
bear, and impose It on the more
thlekey twilled and prosperous coun-
ties.' This change would do away
with the universal temptation to en
tlervalue urcoorty in order to shift ;he
state tax to other communities. A
study of the experience of other states
ehows that one of the greatest evils
has been this itieentiye to Ingle-value.
It produces Inceptallty and dIssattsfac.
Bon, if not downright fraud"
The Ohio State Grange.
in Ohio they are promo:tele an amend
ment totte eanstitution that will per•
mit of a clasellication of the sources
of revenue; such as is now in effect In
Pennsylvania. The difficulty with the
Ohio constitution is exactly similar
to that in Kentucky. They are pro
potting there an antes's:Imola to the
eonstitution which will make it read
this way: "Taxes ;shall he leafed at
a uniform rate upon all property of
the smite class." Ther•Ohlo conetitu-
Ron now requires that taxes shall be
u uniform pon all classes of property,
the provision being similar to that of
the constitution of Kentucky. The
Master, Honorable F. A. Derthick,
commenting upon the proposed amend-
ment to the constitution. said:
'To pall up every stake in our con.
stitntion seems heroic treatment, and
if done -would throw upon the people
added responsibility In the selection
of their representatives. If elassinca.
term Is to be the plan adopted. It
should be left to a commission of at
least five members appointed by the
governor. one from each of the four
,sisters  whose combined efforts have
Made us all we art'-ono from inStill
facture, one front mining. one from
cominerce. one front aericialtere. This
board should he reinforced 1.y the
em 
ap-
pointment of a m ber of well-ku now
integrity and great II gal ability.
"The fartneis mat committed to
the idea of classiileati.M, but we eish
to join in ter. seely of tex revlsien
The Ohio Stare Grenge. nssembliel, in
annual session. Deeember 11 to 11
1905, by a unanimous vote expressed
the desire of an oreanized body of tax-
payers, fifty threseane strong, to co-
operate with ale other interests In de•
visit's a tax system that shrill bihjust
anti fair to every legitimate interest
114 the state."
HENNERIES BOOST WIGS
TO 75 CENTS A DOZEN.
PROGRAM FOR THE
M KINLEY SCHOOL
New- York, Nov. -21.-Selected
strictly fresh egg' :sold in Jersey City
today at 75 cents a dozen, or .ac -e
than II cents each. This is said to be
the highest price paid in 32 years.
The very best grades of eggs sold
Monday at CO cents a dozen. Other
grades sold at 38 to 48 cents. '
The increase was announced by a
Weber eho has contracts to take the
output of a number of, farmers with
riersa henneries. The jobber declares
,:.e price he asks leaves him little
profit.
FIND WARM AIR TWO MILES UP.
Aceonauts.Report Pleasant Tempera-
, . tore at High Altitude,
New Haven, Conn., Nov 21.---The
Stevens balloon NO. 21, which ae-
eendedlat Pittsfield, Mass., today with
Leo Sterrett as pilot and A. Holland
Forbes, of New York, as a passenger,
Made a safe landing at 4:15 o'clock
On the farm of Henry Clark In
Orange. The big balloon- went alone
at a height of two miles, the -aero-
nauts finding the temperature at that
altitude quite warm, The greatest
speed atta d' ine was 40 rules an hour.
Opening Chorus-"The Day Now Is
Dawnidg."--
"Purpose of Arbor Day"-Supt. J.
A. Carnagey.
Song-"Where the Blue Hills
Itise"-lifth grade.
Reed:lig -"What We' Plant A'hea
We Plant the Tree"---Ma-Ma' ypiveY.
"King of the Foreat''-Nelaste
"leetves That Play"-Edgar Marsh
Dramatization of Hawathae Sail-
ing -- "Hiawatha." Willie Cooper,
"Let" Eula Spivey; "Cedar," Ulys-
ses hatter; "Tamarack." Itches-ca
Jones; "Fir." Louise Leech.
Forest - "Birches" -- Kath
Ditl:e-y, Ruth Shernwell, .
Smith. Cora Early.
"Cedars"-Her Left Roach. Ray-
mend Magee, Clarence Bell. Elmond





Cooper, Ortance Bougeno. J. et Dim-
wick.
Story--"Come, Let US-Plant the
Tree" - Herbert Crafton, Seim,.
Wacker, Vern Beach, Bettie Manning




"A Rose in the Heart"-Madolene
Smith.
"The Oset. Tree"--Helen Ste:1mA.
"Planting Himself to Grow"-
Netlen Yates. 
W eenStory---"hy the Evergr Trees
Keep Their Leaves" -Herbert Shunt-
well.
Autobiographits-(a). "A Maple
Tree"-Ruth Shatuweli: (b). "..
Hickory Tree." Clarenee Belli tel.
"The country is very prosperoue
nowadays." "Yee," answered 
Mr.-4CUMMX. "Fa many peoale.are getting,
NIOney that there isn't a &teat deal
of in being rich."--
Waseingtou Star,
"A Peach Tree," Annie Shaffer.
Son g-"The Flowers* Lullaby"-
Fifth grade.
Story-"Apple Seed John"-Marie fEr.
Ingram. • °liar
Story-"Hercules and the Gulden 
Apples"- Lauise Leech.
Dramatizet:on of "The Disrontent-
eelTreees-"Tree." Travis Cooper:
"Goat." Repert Ingram; "Wind."
Revive, Parker; "Traveler," George
Scott; "leery," Bettie Manning.
Soug--"Father, We Thank Thee"
-e-leourth and Fifth grades.
March to the grounds.
Invocation.
Cherus --"Arbor Day"-School.
Planting of Phrat Grede -Kin-
dereartte Games and Songs---(s).
"Poor Robin Is Dead." (h). "Here's
a Ball for Baby." (c). "The Farmer
Sows Its Seed."
Planting of Third Grade Tree-
Movement Song - "Cents.. Dance
Around the Tree."
Chorus-"The Star Spangled Ban-
ner"-Schoo).
Planting the Fourth Grade Trees--
Action Song-"The Jells Woodcut-
ter."
'Plant:tie the Fifth Grade Tree-.
Processien-"Open the Gates for
Queen Maple."
Song- -"The Golden Boat."
Chorus. " A merles
Reassembling in rooms.
PILES! PI L ES! PILES
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wit
cure Wind, Weeding and Itching
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allays
itching at once, acts as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Williams' Indian
Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles
and itching of the private parts. Sold
by druggists, mall 50c and $1.00.
Williams' M'f'g Co., Props., Cleve-
land, 0,
Foo-siTioNct SECUAED
ak,j Or INt.ri.;:. 4A rack




\ 12 t , and Evansville and St. Louis.
Book : :, • • C, a:, I. Pete:I.:leap, Telography. etc Indorsed
tmy bu:tini:,; Ai .. ',y rir- er call for cstalogue.
,3() Colts:gots lea 17 Staten.
GUY NANCE Cc SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third. St. Paducah, Ky.




FOR PATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAMA ER
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
teICORPOnAT
NSTIPATION
•.yeeower nine years ! taff,rwl with chronto eon-
tilmillon and isurtiad tlits inn, I hot to 55(a, an
.niisetion of Sarni ssaf,r once every tt ikon's 1.ernr.
I could haven 0.5105 nn sae bon-ell. Het pliv I
tried and 1....itty I- O.. wellDate
lour'ne in ,oe ge•re Lei,. I non! 1'117.11Tett I
PliTert tanto!.1 mho,' via:111A. ol Tr.sett
to you 1 Yu fret, fe,n1 ail at tilos r ov v
Win ass thi• .o.ffertne TIM spite.
E. 5, Mon Aay, Ill
est For
The bowels
Co C  a
In hula Tits t:e•
Ank.0.1 io r ry Lae..
Sterhag n 
IL SALE, TEl MILLION BOXES
MEN AND MEN.
S Use hie ()for sonatina*
Sit.., dova dinette et,..11.11onastatteSS.
deante...4 irritati..o• • r ulcor *doss
▪ to winter, et nk •, • Iliett,brtinteo
reooter• twoarao• c.o. aatrtd•
EMU get.t or nl••.n ,.t!..
10811118t Sold by Dertaarbsts.
5.1.5. or tont lit r tin Irrtinlero
• eAc,..•-. prees.d, fur
SI ne. or 75.
Cirasesy 0144 dig 1•4111dla
Watch the
Label
This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to wham
you send flowers,
that you buy theliest.
HENRY MARMEN, JR.NEW STATE HOTEL
blEtRasPOLIS,
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
RE.MOVST TO THIRD AND
liNNTEuRr
# be* Binding. Bank Work. Lewd
I sand Library ork a speclaity.
Sewed and best hotel In the city  _ —
Rates 02.00. Two large aunt&
Moms. Bath rooms, 'Metric Lights .... 31.111111.13/W




ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER,
STEAMER. CLVDE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Rites
Every Svednesday at & ti. tn.
S. M. WRIGHT Master
F.:I..'GENL ROBINSON Clerk
This comparfy Is not res./tonsil)
for invoice charges unless collect(
Wel Burns Is not a preacher, yettbY the clerk of the boat.
he has caesel fifty men to quit swear-1-
Special excursion rates fromirng or living profane language alone
,I 
call to Waterloo. Fare for theour peblie roads, and here is the se:
eret. Mr. Burns tor euiressfary 
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah
worked /4'1'011 miles of Our public IA edn"daY at 4 P. al'
rcr.1(1 be converted the tie handlers.
There Is not a rock, etuarp, chuck-
!tole or crook in the seven miles of
rotel, and profane kingunge Is a
ofT the past.--Hardy (Ark.) Heraa.-
WILLI‘MS' CARBOLIC SALVE
WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL;
The best Salve in theemorld for
Cuts, Brufses, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hands, and
all skin eruptions. It is guaranteed
to give Benefaction, or money re-
funded. Price 25e by Druggists.
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Props.,
Cleveland, 0.







Tills splendid magazine which
THE SUN is giving away
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Is rew c,n('oloil to be one of
the best, published, The No-
vember issue is just In, and if












Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evans-
vele and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK rowLER
Leaves Palu(eh for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m, sharp, daily, ex-
cept Sun.lay. Steele; excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
atid room. Good music .and table me
tar rpassed.
For further laraumation apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass: Agent, or
Given FoiTer, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbangh & Co's Office,
First and Broadway,
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
"WITH Dr,. King's
New Discovery
FOR co U9143 jRaICs7ro.0L TON Botha Frail
AND All THROAT Alt) LUNG TPONS LES.
GUARANTEEDEATDIPAOTOR
OR MONEY ILIZINDX,D.--
The only way to site time Is
spend it wait.







ii vt ry burentss
he Tully Iliery Campany .
I I scorner& t...t.)




toe! 11  812.
Manufacturer of
Mattresses
Furniture Store! and Packed
403 ltIltrila It.
Memphis, T& -nn-- 'ober
t 6, round trip, $5.26,_ For-
rest Cavalry,
Birmingham, Ala. - Round
trip $9 35, Get. 19th and 20th
ret nru Oct. 27th-Account
Press Clubs,
Louisville. Ky. - Round
trip tC775, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Oct. 1.11.1a - AccoInt
Grand Lodge It. A. M.
Home Seekers' tickets to all
potats in the south and south-
west, Including New Orleans
Houston, San -Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round tri.p. good re-
turn,ing for thirty days.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-






518,00 every Tuesday; limit
(1,0itFydoapiry,
iseket Offitv, Fifth and
formation, apply to
Broad way, or Union Depot.'2
J. T. DONOVAN. •::*;.
Agt City Tieket Cfilee
R. M. PRATHER,
WoMen's Sec and cue line ribbeil
fleeced Vests and l'Ints Friday 40(
Dor Mcri's ro,c iIr d Undershirt.,
and Orly.
75 1Vonwr..., :01( lila Skirts Fri-
Itcy h.
Friday Bulletin.




I Se 1).•em Goods and Na-id Suit-
logs Fri lay loc.
12 12 c a•nd 1"o• Peccaies Friday, 10c,
15(- Madras (*.orbs and Dress Ging-
ham, F:itlay lac.
Fascinator Shawls. an asScarfs, 'hot h






Jenny: "Now remember, Dolly, you must eat slowly and be thankful for •what you at or you'll have indigestion and you won't go to heaven when youdie."
IilGRAY MAMA Valli COUPON BOND I"'BACK UP YOUR.  
1
•
One year or fifty years fro u now, your letters i
other people's tiles vi:1 look as well as the day they
were received-if they are written on
@©UP@G\E[3©
COUPON BOND betters by age, bemuse it is made slowly.
  You cannot hasten the process of paper
making and get tis good a paperits by the Arslow method. You
have to build ,1 eSeet of psie r That is why a blind man could
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other papers.
The "feel" would tell hint the (diameter of the paper. Its
strength and surface would tell the story of slow. careful manu-
facture.
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper ie too g r li:tter-; that have to eonut. Try it for'
If. Make aT, .•xperiment. (et a inantl.'s supply of
Coupon Bond II yur printer and eite-k le-a!te.
The SUN Job Office
1- oth Phorv.:•s 358.
For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.
-..




All wgiol hliwk Venetian first tiits 
for ....... .. 0
THE 'PADUCAH EVENING SUN
BANKERS DEMAND VAUDEVILLE
cuirrEvilic (s:Irs E. BROWN IN TROUBLE
U N WILLING TO MAKE. ‘11'111 POSTAL AUTHORITIES.
May Sell Bonds in Paris Instead of
Nei% York-He is Criticised.
New York, Nov. 21.-New York
banks are making such demands on
Lie treaeury department in connec-
tion w:th the proposed sale of the
51toe000.000 certificates of indebted-
ness hy the government that it was
rumored. in Wall street that the gov-
ernment might seek money directly
In Paris. ciutting out all bankers in
the United States.
Among p:edires bankers are seek-
ing to exact from the seeretary of the
treasury is one that he wall let the
Purchase money remain on deposit
with the banks making the purchase.
Tae new certificates are to be hela
as security fsr this deposit unti: such
time as the purchasing yank can sub-
etitute railroad bonds, the reeiv cer-
tificates immediately to be used (at-
circulation. The result of this wouin
be to increasesthe volume of bank
cotes without decreasing the volume
of -reserve money in exactly the seine
amount.
Secretary's Plan.
Secretary Cortelyou 13 understood
to h•Ive some 'Arne for shipping a.
interior entre the reserve money re-
ceived in, payment for these new
issues made by the government. Lo-
cal hankers claim that this is not
sound linamee. They say that crops
are moved more speedily by bevies
, large quantities of tots in New York.
' The reason for this is that exports
are sedem made without a previono
sele of a bill of exchange with the
; bil: of lading attached in New York.
Some experts , of taternaVonal
finance cleira that experience prow
that on any occasion when the gov-
ernment has deposited money In the
interior for crop moving purposes it
"as h.en essary to draw the money
••• Net rerl. before flnally dispesleg
1 r Ti. cc monoy epooited at
ore, in N. w York Ft saves about three
weeks on it shipment for export. Call
lands adcanced to 15 per cent. Th.
reason for this is that hankers are
a( cumulating ca.(h to purchase $25.-
o,r1,1sr,o r the 1),-mr 3 per cent Ise-0e
CAPT. NICIII0US IS CLERK
UNTIL LICENSED AGAIN.
Si. Louis. Nov. 21.--- Captain
Claren,:e L. Nichols, pilot of the
,reatuboat Fred Ilartweg, who sprang
Into fame during President }loose-
, Ws recent trill down the Missis-
ippl river to Memphis by becoming
a -131g Stick victim," and whore 11
tense was revoked for Fix months.
visited St. Louis today and said:
"1 never could stand following In
the wake of a Repubikan. and when
my employern tetd me to hit It up. I
Just took them at their word and
went up abreast of the Mississippi
with the -president aboard. But my
lien*. is gone until March 4. My
company has given me a position as
•Ierk until my license is renewed."
1101111 BRIDGE COMPLETE
AND IS BEING INSPE(TED.
The Robb bridge on the Illtandvi:b
i.ad has le en completed and the as-
Sal cowl went out today to Inspect
the wo-k. The britge Is hula of con-
crete reinforced with steel and is said
to be a substantial structure. Arc





one at   89e,
one at 94c
Two Artists Prefer Charges Against
Booking Agent, Who Says He
Will Re Cleared.
E. Brqwa, ash figured recently In
an "affinity bureau.'' is summoned to
appear in Commissioner Gardner's
court Saturday morning to answer a
charge of fraudulently using the
United. States mails, but has no doubt
that he will come ease- of the charge.
It was made, he says, in a spirit ok
revenge by two vaudeville actors he
had enfaged once but later had can-
celled the contract. Brown wished
to be a theatrical agent and sayile
had arranged with the management
of The Kentucky to furnish a vaude-
ville program Several nights next
week. Later The Ksntucky manage-
ment made other plans and Brown
cancePed his contract with the actors.
On the etrength of the Kentucky en-
gagement Brown wired to two actors
in Marion, ill., to come hers next week
and forwarded, contracts for them to
Figs. In a day or two he wrote them
again that he must cancel the coo-
tract, but they had gone to Metrop-
olis to fill an engagement he had
rnatie for them therssfhis week. This,
Brown pays, is the extent to which
used the mails and the aetors
gaged, he asserts, jumped their is,
tract in Metropolis with hinc
came here, where they Weal IS
with the postollice Inspector agsi
Brown.
HAWLEY-MEADOWS
(Continued from page one.)
ley. Meadows damage suit that N,
delivered late stcsl.erday eyening, 
federal court by Judge Walter E.
we, was considered one of thcs nw-
remarkable ever heard front asben,!i
In west Kentucky.
The court made a complete resune
of the case, which he said was one
of the most remarkable that ever ,
came before a jury to decide. The:
charge was not in any wise an argil-
ment of the case, but a recitation of!
the ta-ts as brought out in ltreseet-i
+tree, and he frequently told the,
„Jury that they must weigh the evi-
dence carefully and not take hls
view of the matter unl,,s it was
borne out by the evIdente that had
hen introdueed.
By way of explanation the _court
told the Jury that Meadows had not
-barged his wife with Improper con-
duct on her part when he filed 1.
answer to the divorce suit filed
Nirs, Meadows, whict was in cc
lenr.e. Judge Evans remarked th
In his opinion the claim that Has°
had seduced Meadows' wife
brought into the case for th
time, while Hawley was lying .
the barrel and was being wt.
The other defendants in the es
classed as a mob, who were the,
aiding, abetting and countenencli
the whipping and who made 7
,"aims of mitigating circumstam
their answers of Hawley'; plea
Regarding H. T. Sm4th he Hs
jury that they must first
whether he had chanted his re
denee to Tennessee since the
was instituted, and that, lf he
resident of the state of T,
before the suit was instituted, thesi
must say so in their verdict. In
commenting upon, the fact that
Smith was Meadows' attorney, and
when called In consultation advised
Meadows to do what he did, the
coati remarked that he hoped Smith:
gave the advice as a friend and not
as an attorney. He admonished the
jury to scrutinize closely and weigh.
carefully the statements that Hawley
had confessed to wronging Mrs.
Meadows, while he was being whip-
ped,
Attorneys Wheeler and James, fori
the defendant, began to make ex-
ceptions to the remarks of the court
at the conclusion, and Judge Evans
presented them with several pages of
manuscript on which his remarks
acre written just as he had spoken.
Speeches of Attorneys.
Thesepeeches of the attorneys in
the case were considered the finest
ever delivered in a Paducah court:
room. Congressman James andl
Charles K. Wheeler made eloquent,
and convincing arguments of one
hour each for the defendant, white
Judge Robbins, of Mayfield, and M.
T. Sheibourne. of OlInton, spoke the
same length of time In making the
arguments of the plaintiff. Judge
Sheibourne closed.
Many of the a itneeses in the case
stayed over to hear the completion
of the arguments, while others left
during the day for their homes in
the loner counties.





$2,50 Boys' Suits $1.48
For Friday only, we are of-
fering another one of those
splendidly economical specials
of particular interest to
mothers of boys. This time
it's a liberal lot of good quali-
ty Not fo:k and Dontle- breast-
ed snits for boys from 4 to 16
substantially built from de-
pendable worsteds, corduroys
and fancy cassimeres. We
get %2 50 for them right along
hut tomorrow they Will only
.st you
$1.48
See them in the windows
U. G. fiullett & Co.
I I nevrporveled.
Ile Carry th: Union Store Card.
312 Broadway.
-Tate Your fott to lea:.
Department Stor
North Third Street, Just Off Broadaay,
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21.
rtr- 1:r-12r-nt4-13
110 LI D AY
NOVELTIES
We are now showing our line of EX-_
CLUSIVE HOLIDAY NOVELTIES.
We are desirous of you calling to look
over the assortment le-fore they are picked
over.
This year we have secured many desira-
ble and useful articles for men and women,
such as Genuine Ebony Sets, Smokers' Sets,
Frames, Brass Novelties, Cut Glass Novel-
ties. Silver anti Gold Novelties, Shaving Sets,









-THE DaYLIGHT STORE -
triZe.42riAte.42, %.riZrApatrate.ftejewk.e.s.
Position in Sleeping.
Man Is the oaly animal that sleeps
on its neck. Many animals sleep on
areir sides, but most sleep prone-
that Is. face down. Dogs river
dream when prone, but invariably do
no when sleeptrg on their striae All
of us ftom the oountry have seen
Beni, the hound, chasing rabbits in.
his sleep. An animal would be Per-
fectly helpless if it slept on its back.
And so is man he/pleas in that po-
sition
If genie other fellow wants a for-
uile firt him invent a pillow that wilt
Clew a man or woman or child to
sleep face down without having to
twist his nk is coot Of jOitit. We
'.1! style it the "back-care" and in-
troduce it In all homes., -There is DO
excuse for lying on the back and
keeping the twine hot ail night, walle
the front of the body-the abdomen,
tire stomach, the chest, the thrust,
ete.-is allowed to become chilled. A
not spine is a disease generator. And.
on the other hand, a cold aline is
drath.-New York Press.
Flubbe-Well, there's one 'Colo; In
which. PalaIlc sassanta ape---saors-re-
liable than private ones. Dnbbe--
That is Flubbe-They seldo•
Cievehinc! I.eader.
MR. FRED HUMMEL
Th!,. well•knuwn insurance man
Wins the Cole's Hot Blast Heater
At
F. N. GARDNER, JR. CO.'S
SECOND ANNUAL OPENING
And is receiving the hearty con-
gratulations of all who have ever felt




All the new shapes in fine Silk
Pon Velvet lists at only
411.00 FRIDAY
I colors Dress Hats in black and7fic FRIDAY
Ctroice of all our fine Frei:Leh and 
w 
Furs -
Fashionable Furs way below cur-
rent priers.
They are here at-every price, be-
tween
50c and $8.00
You will find them Lem; than you
dreamed of paying.
Here We Are Again===Brought Our Forty=second Friday Bargain Sale!It's a hummer! Big bargains in'it. Want to tell you about it. Want to show you through tomorrow, (Fri-day.) Please get here before too many of the-best bargains have been sold out. _There are many excellentvalues and remarkable bargains not mentioned in today's printed list of Friday Specials.
I ir it. I i
"r
s
 col Coats Friday
5 1
"re esic l'an Costs Is-tday $3.9S.
SIS ('oats Friday $10.
Th.rty $1,,So bisick' taffeta Waists
Fr:0y
Fifty $2.50 Wa'.ets Frida
Issety Skirts Friday $2.50.
Underwear Belli-tin.
Its, Children's and ildis‘es' 25c
l'elun Suits Friday 19c.
75 Women's heavy fleeced Vests
and Pants Friday 24c.
lot Boys' heavy fleeced Shirts- and
Drawers Friday 24c.
Boys' and Girls' extra heavy Unlen
Sirita 'Mita Y 17e,
97c, $1.45, $1.96, $2.45 and $2.95
each.
Wanhots, $1.25 cotton 97c a
pair; $4.50 wool $3.50 a pair.
Clothing Bulletin Friday and Satur-
day.
25 Rays' $4 Overcoats $1.75 each.
40 Boys' $2.50 Salts Friday and
Saturday $2.00.
18 Boys' $4.00 Suits Friday and
Saturday- $2.50.
20 Boys' $5.00 Suits Friday and
Saturday $3.50.
30 Men's $25 Suits Friday and
Satueday $15.
30 Men's $18 Stilts Friday and
Saturday $12.
17 i.114-r's $15 Overcoats Friday
end Saturday $10.
Shoe Bulletin.
A revelation in shoe values. Thou-
:and.; of pairs of shoes are now h(
carrying prices every day in the week
fully one-fourth less than present
Ilt)e values. It is not what yoo Pay
ut what you get that counts. Va'.10
not the price, Is the real test, TI
prices on many shoes are reduced
lere for Friday and Saturday's sell-
ing. Some a-re reduced 25c, some
50C, some 75c and some is much as
81.00 ajirait for Friday and Saturday.
If you are Interested in theft spe-
cially reduced prices ask our shoe
sal-earn-an to ahem- Meant Pli
Grocery Bulletin Friday and Saturday
Only a few items mentioned. There
e hundreds of other bargains on
20 lbs. light brown Sugar for $1
2 lb. bag Mound City Patent Fur-
Fl-our 75e.
Picnic Hams, per be.
6 lbs. fresh Navy Beans 25c.
Pure Apple Vinegar, per gal., 25r
3 boxes fresh Seeded Raisins 25c
3 boxes fresh 'Currants 25c.
Rowed Coffee, per lb., 10c, 121/2r.
s, 17c and 20c,
S pkgs. Toasted Corn F1akes
:1 pkgs. Natkraal Rolled Oats 25c
Red Onions, per peek, 20e.
1-ish Potatoes, per peck.' 20f,
